RASDALE STAMP COMPANY

WELCOME TO FIRST SESSION OF THE 451ST PUBLIC AUCTION

Welcome to our 451st Public Auction. By all indications from our last auction the “Pandemic surge” in demand for stamp collecting
remains strong. The market continues to evolve towards internet sales as collector and dealer participation continues to grow. This sale
features properties from over a hundred consignors from a number of places around the country. The United States material has many
desirable lots in both collections and singles. Notable Foreign collections are British, Portuguese and Colonies, Russian and modern
Topicals scattered throughout. Lastly, not to be missed, is the nice selection of various Covers, Picture Postcards and Coins and Currency.
If you haven’t tried our on line bidding, give it a go, it’s easy, fun and the best way to secure the lots you really want. Good luck!

Pre-Auction Bidding: Bids will be accepted by mail, fax, website, or phone until 5:00 p.m., (CT) Friday, May 20th, 2022. Bidding
then will be closed to the mail, fax, website, or phone.

Rasdale Live Auction Bidding: Live Bidding takes place at 9:00 am (CT) on Saturday, May 21st, 2022 for Session One and
Sunday, May 22nd 2022 for Session Two. Phone bidding is not available.
Opening Bids: Opening bids will be posted on our website, www.RasdaleStamps.com and undated until Friday, May 20th. There
will be no updates the morning of Saturday, May 21st.

Viewing of Lots: Lots will be available for viewing in our auction gallery at 35 Chestnut Ave.

RESERVATIONS ARE ENCOURAGED
Saturday, May 14th; 9:00 a.m.-4:00 p.m, Monday-Friday, May 16th-20th; 9:00 a.m.-5:00 p.m. The office will close from 12:00pm to
12:45pm everyday for lunch. There will be no lot viewing during this time.
Please call our office at 630-794-9900 to make your reservations or email Kristin at Kristin@RasdaleStamps.com
Questions Concerning Lots: If you have any questions regarding further information of any lot, please contact our office no sooner
than May 9th but no later than May 18th and we will be pleased to assist you. Requests for additional scans on any lots are respectfully
declined.
Auction Location: Rasdale Auction Gallery 37 Chestnut Ave. Westmont, IL 60559
FIRST SESSION
Saturday, May 21st, 2022 9:00 am
United States, Possessions and United Nations Collections/Accumulations..................................................................................Lot 1-78
United States and General Foreign Collections/Accumulations.................................................................................................Lot 79-127
General Foreign Collections/Accumulations............................................................................................................................Lot 128-203
Topical Collections/Accumulations..........................................................................................................................................Lot 204-212
Area Collections/Accumulations..............................................................................................................................................Lot 213-251
Country Collections/Accumulations.........................................................................................................................................Lot 252-475
United States and Possessions Covers......................................................................................................................................Lot 476-541
United States and General Foreign Covers...............................................................................................................................Lot 542-558
General Foreign Covers............................................................................................................................................................Lot 559-567
Area and Country Covers..........................................................................................................................................................Lot 568-620
Postcards...................................................................................................................................................................................Lot 621-630

DESCRIPTIONS AND ABBREVIATIONS

Extremely Fine: highest quality in all respects. Very Fine: significantly better than normal. Fine: Perforations clear of design on 20th Century issues
but may cut slightly on 19th Century issues. Fair: off centered or lacking freshness. All defects specifically mentioned. Except where noted otherwise, the values listed are the most recent Scott Catalog values. The “nh” premiums have been used, also the values listed for stamps without gum.
Note that accumulations of mixed condition can be expected to contain some items without gum and or faults.
() Unused without gum or regum when stated  o.g.  o.g., n.h. S.B. Suggested Bid
 Used  Block  Cover
 Literature $ Coins or Currency
P Proof E Essay SP Specimen hr. Hinge remnant oc. Off centered
SE Straight edge B/S Backstamp M/S Matched set pmog pencil mark on gum w/ With w/o Without

Bidding Intervals
Bids
up to $50.00
$50.00 to $100.00
$100.00 to $300.00
$300.00 to $500.00

Increase
$2.00
$5.00
$10.00
$25.00

Bids
$500.00 to $1500.00
$1500.00 to $3000.00
$3000.00 to $5000.00
$5000.00 to $10,000.00

Increase
$50.00
$100.00
$250.00
$500.00

Auction Agent:
Charles Cwiakala
1527 S. Fairview Ave. Park Ridge, IL 60068
Phone/Fax: 847-823-8747
e-mail CECwiakala@aol.com
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All bids are per lot, as numbered in the catalogue. Bids may be submitted by mail, fax, phone, email, in person, or by an agent selected
by the buyer. Rasdale Stamp Company reserves the right to withdraw any lot prior to sale, to divide any lot or to group two or more lots
together into a new lot.
All bids are handled competitively and confidentially. Lots purchased for the highest bidder at a slight advance over the second highest bid.
Should any dispute arise between bidders, the decision of Rasdale Stamp Company as to the successful bidder; or the re-offering or resale
of the lot under dispute shall rest solely in the judgment of Rasdale Stamp Company. Rasdale Stamp Company shall regulate the bidding
and reserves the right to refuse any bid which Rasdale Stamp Company, in its sole discretion, believes to be made in bad faith. “Buy” bids
are only accepted with the understanding and acquiescence that Rasdale Stamp Company’s discretion is absolute. Any Buyer who fails to
accept these conditions shall have its bid declared null, void and of no effect.
Any party wishing to limit its purchases to a specified amount must indicate the desired total on the bidsheet. Amounts less than $200.00
are respectfully declined.
Successful bidders who: (i) are not prequalified, with references acceptable to Rasdale Stamp Company; (ii) who are not existing customers of Rasdale Stamp Company; or, (iii) whose account is in arrears shall make payment in full prior to delivery of the lots by Rasdale
Stamp Company. Mail bidders who are not existing customers of Rasdale Stamp Company will be timely notified of the amount of their
purchases. Rasdale Stamp Company reserves the right in its sole and absolute discretion to demand cash or cash equivalent at the time a lot
is knocked down to any bidder who has not previously established credit with Rasdale Stamp Company, or whose account is currently in
arrears. In the event any buyer refuses to pay cash for any lot at the time it is knocked down to him, Rasdale Stamp Company reserves the
right to re-offer the lot immediately for sale to the highest bidder.
If the lot(s) have not been paid within 21 days from the date of mailing of notice of the awarding of sale, then said lot sales may be declared in default; resold; and, any losses arising from such resale shall be charged to the party in default.
Auction floor Buyers; or their Agents bidding on the Auction floor, must pick up the lots within 7 calendar days of the auction.
All shipping costs will be charged to the buyer and will be shipped by a method requiring a signature upon delivery. Domestic shipments
will be made by certified mail, registered mail or UPS ground. Buyers of large lots without street addresses will be charged an additional
$5.00 per box handling fee. International shipments will be made by registered mail (for total value of up to $400), USPS Express Mail (for
total value of $401 to $2,500), or UPS services for shipments in excess of $2,500.00. International buyers are responsible for any customs
or brokerage fees as well as any taxes (i.e., VAT, PST/GST). Any questions regarding shipping or costs must be addressed prior to bidding.
A late charge of 2% per month will be charged to all past due accounts of over 30 days from the invoice date. All attorneys fees, court
costs, and other collection costs incurred by Rasdale Stamp Company in respect to overdue accounts will be payable by the buyer. All
parties agree that the laws of Illinois shall govern all transactions, with venue and jurisdiction residing in the courts of DuPage County,
Illinois for any suit initiated by or against Rasdale Stamp Company by reason of any auction. The laws of Illinois shall prevail over all
matters and not as a venue for Conflict of Laws to or for any other state. All auction offers shall be offers advanced solely for execution in
the State of Illinois. The provision for late charges shall be void in any state where this provision is unlawful.
A 16% premium will be added to the Hammer Price as part of the total purchase price. Checks drawn on foreign banks will be subject to a
$10 service charge and foreign credit card purchases are subject to an additional 2% Buyer’s Premium. Illinois sales tax of 7.50% will be
collected on the total purchase price of all Illinois residents unless the buyer has a Certificate of Resale on file with Rasdale Stamp Company. All customs and or duties are the responsibility of the buyer.
All lots are sold as genuine. Lots accompanied by a valid Expert Certificate issued within 5 years prior to the auction date shall not be
subject to re-certification.
The following conditions apply to requests for Expertization:
The lot must be paid for in full including 15% premium and forwarding costs, if any;
The lot must be submitted by Rasdale Stamp Company or the bidder to an Expertizing Committee acceptable to Rasdale Stamp Company
within 21 days of the date of sale;
If submitted to the Expertizing Committee by the successful bidder, a copy of the application form shall be simultaneously forwarded to
Rasdale Stamp Company;
Lots containing more than one stamp may not be placed on extention.
If the Expertizing review is not completed and the results provided to Rasdale Stamp Company within 90 Calendar Days of the auction
date, then Buyer shall notify Rasdale Stamp Company of the delay prior to the expiration of the 90-day period. Since all lot sales are normally cleared within 90 days, if Buyer fails to inform Rasdale Stamp Company of the delay, then Rasdale Stamp Company may consider
the purchase final and distribute the sale proceeds to the Seller as a Buyer acceptance of the tendered lots. Absent timely notice and request
for additional time being received by Rasdale Stamp Company, in writing, prior to the 90 days clearance, this transaction may be deemed
closed and final by Rasdale Stamp Company with Seller acceptance without objection, and with waiver of default or any claim for refund
from the Buyer or Rasdale Stamp Company.
Expertization costs shall be incurred by the buyer. However, should an adverse opinion be rendered on Authentication, but not due to condition and or grading, then Rasdale Stamp Company will forward an immediate refund of: (i) the cost of the certificate, which shall not to
exceed $50.00; (ii) the full purchase price; and (iii) the commission, provided the lot is timely returned to Rasdale Stamp Company in the
same condition as when purchased.
No lot can be returned in any circumstance due to “grading” since it is highly subjective.
A lot, in which the description is incorrect, is returnable within 5 days of receipt and must be received by the Rasdale Stamp Company
within 21 days from the date of the auction. Provided, however, lots cannot be returned under the following conditions: 1) the lot contains
10 or more stamps; 2) there is mention of faults, defects, or “condition mixed” in the listing description; or, 3) the lot was inspected by
the buyer or the buyer’s authorized agent prior to bid or purchase. Lots described “as is” are not returnable under any circumstances. All
disputed lots must be returned intact, and in the condition received by the buyer. Collections, accumulations etc., are not returnable under
any circumstances.
Title shall not pass to the buyer until Rasdale Stamp Company has received full payment. Full payment is defined as cash or cash equivalent receipt of sale proceeds by Rasdale Stamp Company. Delays may accrue due to credit card fee transfers, check deposit subject to collection and the like. Receipt of a non-certified funds check shall not be construed as payment until funds are fully vested in Rasdale Stamp
Company.

COLLECTIONS, ACCUMULATIONS
AND STOCKS
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An outstanding collection in a Safe album with slipcase.
Strong in the nineteenth century with a few stamps having
certification, and all the 19th century commemoratives are
present with most being mint. The collection continues
to the 1940s including the Kansas Nebraska issue, White
Plains sheet, Parks and Famous Americans. Mixed condition on the earlies as expected and a few with no gum. The
images tell the story of this desirable collection. A great
collection worthy of a close inspection.
S.B. 8000.00

A lovely group in dealer’s sales books with many better
items. The classics are well represented as is the early
twentieth century. Newspaper stamps, officials, and revenues round out this selection. Take time to review this
lot and come up with your number.
S.B. 7500.00
A straight forward mint and used 1851-2018 commemorative and regular issues collection nested in 8
Davo hingeless albums with slip cases. The assembly
displays numerous low, medium and a few higher values.
Also includes a fair number of airmails and Back of the
Book as well. Also worth a number is the over $2200 in
face that includes copious amounts of high values and
Forever issues. A few items are accompanied with certificates from various expertizing services. Condition is
mixed. A real sparkler as a beginners collection. Worthy
of pursuit and expansion.
S.B. 4500.00

A lifetime collection from the Sunshine State housed in
5 Scott national albums. Begins with a #1 but otherwise
a bit weak in classic issues. Some decent banknotes,
Columbians and turn of the century issues before the
spaces really begin to be filled starting with the Washington-Franklins with many nice mint copies. Starting with
Scott 614, we didn’t notice a single empty space or used
stamp to the end of the collection in 2010; imperf Bugs,
Recalled Legends, high value Priority and Express Mail
are all here mint in mounts. The airs, including zeps, are
complete mint as are the special delivery issues. Postage
dues, good Shanghai stamps, parcel posts, and newspapers
are also represented. Used examples predominate in the
officials. Complete ducks to 2007 are also here with the
first few used and mint thereafter. A page of Confederate States brings up the rear of the collection. Condition
varies as usual with a large collection but most are fine
or better. The extensive photos will be helpful in determining your bid as this meaty collection deserves a close
look.
S.B. 4000.00

RASDALE STAMP COMPANY

A noteworthy mint and used 1847-2019 front and back
of the book collection nested in 6 Lighthouse Hingeless
albums with slip cases. Predominantly used though the
Back Notes then turns into a mixture of mint and used
through the Washington-Franklins finally ending up mostly mint. Airmails are all mint with keys issues present. The
back of the book show cases a mint Shanghai overprint set
and used Special Deliveries. There is over $2100.00 face
in the postage types so it will need to be figured into the
final price. Condition is very mixed, so close examination
is recommended, and we have taken that into account
coming up with suggested bid.
S.B. 3000.00
1893-1934 mint collection in Davo hingeless album
with slip case. A good starter collection that is clean,
fresh, and mostly never hinged. An extremely attractive
holding worth your time to view.
Cat. 3000.00
A much better mint and used 19th and 20th century
stock and back up group than normally encountered.
Meticulous assembled over time with attention for quality
while holding to modest amount of duplication comes to
light after many years of dedication serving the quality conscious philatelic community. Must be seen to be
appreciated so take your time perusing through the 140
images we are proud to present.
S.B. 2800.00
Thirty-four pages removed from a Scott National album with mostly moderate to high catalog issues. Starts
with a five cent 1847 and continues to #550. Also includes
a page of special deliveries, a couple pages of dues, and
a page of parcel posts. Condition varies significantly
but much is fine or better with a good number of useful
stamps. See the photos for a taste of this one. Owner’s
reliable catalog value about $24,000. S.B. 2400.00
Collection in eight SAFE albums including back of
the book. Some better items throughout some optimistically placed. Many precancels and cut squares. A diverse
group that should be carefully viewed. Look for the
gems.
S.B. 2000.00
A meaty group for the collector. Regular issues,
commemoratives, revenues, air mails, postal cards, cut
squares and possessions are all included. It begins with
four Davo albums including dust cases with mint to 1988,
and then six Scott specialized albums, two are newer, and
finally White Ace pages in binders plus other bound pages.
A good amount of back of the book including a Philippine
collection and assortment of revenues and early air mails
(C1-6 plus C 18). Pictorials are strong with a used 118,
119 and 122. Make time to view this group, it will prove
beneficial.
S.B. 2000.00
A useful mint and used collection. Mint is a combination
of original gum, re-gummed, and no gum. Condition is
extremely mixed. A good lot for the non-discriminating
collector. Needs careful examination to come up with the
right number.
S.B. 1800.00
An impressive 1893 through 1995 mostly commemorative four volume collection in like brand-new Lighthouse
albums with slip cases. The earlier issues are sparsely
populated but picks up speed with the 1920 issues. Also
includes early airmails and a bit of Back of the Book. Most
are NH, even the earlier issues so much better quality than
normally encountered. Also includes a small assembly of
1940’s to 1960’s commemorative plate block in a Scott
national album thrown in for a bonus. Perfect opportunity for a serious collecting endeavor. S.B. 1700.00
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A dealer’s stock with many desirable items. The earlies
are present along with a good number of ducks and other
back of the book items. Much of the twentieth century
material is mint. A useful selection well worth checking
out.
S.B. 1600.00
Ready, Set, Go. Very clean dealer’s stock of desirable,
mostly pre-1950 U.S. plateblocks. Includes BOB. Enviable condition. Over 125 items. Mostly all different and almost all NH. Each plateblock placed into a sales sheet, identified, and priced. All housed in three small three-ring binders. Neat, sharp, and perfect for resale.
S.B. 1600.00
Looks to be exceedingly high quality throughout. Everything is nicely centered and upon spot checking much is
never hinged. This is a collection for those who hold condition paramount. Inspect and enjoy.
S.B. 1600.00
This lot was also buried underground in New Orleans
and suffered water damage. Since the majority of this
material is cancelled it did not suffer any extensive damage. Much of it is on Scott revenue pages with first and
second issues well represented as well as wine stamps.
A small binder contains private revenues including
matches, soap, pills, syrup, medicine, castoria and playing cards. Condition is mixed. A group worth your time
to inspect.
S.B. 1500.00
Mint and used collection housed in eight Scott National and
three Minuteman albums. Nineteenth century is lightly populated until the Banknotes. Condition is very mixed. Over
$1400 face. Well worth a careful view.
S.B. 1350.00
Five cartons of left over, picked over and run over U.
S. in a multitude of formats. We noted juvenile and
intermediate collections; shoe and cigar boxes stuffed with
face in glassines; plate blocks; precancels; revenues; and
much more. Noted highlights include (mint) C1-6, C18,
and quantities of faulty Columbians and Pan Americans.
A Davo hingeless set of albums is missing volume 4, but
volumes 1-3 and 5 are in excellent condition even though
the stamps enclosed are mundane. Even a USPS logo
flag made its way into this lot. Condition varies wildly
throughout the lot but much is fine or better. We took a
plethora of pictures to guide your bid but this one really
deserves an extended viewing. Dig in! S.B. 1000.00
Several albums with varying amount of completeness,
spanning 1890 to 2000’s. Lots of face postage, FDC,
postal cards, multiples, coils, etc. A dab of worldwide
along for the ride.
S.B. 1000.00
Collection of collections in varying stages of completion, plus a nice stack of 2c reds in quantity. Some
Hawaii noted in the photos. For sure worth exploring
S.B. 1000.00
A small, wonderful selection of mostly revenues,
regular issues and back of the book. Some of the more
interesting items are #76, 630, C23a, E7, Q5, Q11, JQ4
and PR122. Condition is mixed but well worth your time
to inspect and enjoy.
S.B. 900.00
Extensive old-time collection in White Ace albums with
slip cases to 1979 but sparse until the later banknotes.
Does have pockets of strength throughout like early air
mails and wine revenues. Some of the better items are
Scott # 208, 240, 242, 630, C 18 and early newspaper
stamps. The Harris plate block album is lightly populated
and there is about $300 in postage. An interesting collection so plan some time to view.
S.B. 750.00

23

Four binders with a moderately populated collection
to 1929. There is also stock, and many stamps have
fancy cancels. There is mixed condition on the earlies as
expected. Needs careful examination to come up with the
right number.
S.B. 750.00
24 //FDC United States consignment as received in ten cartons. Encompasses around 4,000 cacheted FDCs of
which about 2/3 are unaddressed most presented as
subscription items from the 1970s to 1990s. Includes
over $400 face having some in low value sheets, scrap
and in subscription binders. Also entails souvenir
pages and United Nations FDCs.
S.B. 650.00
25

Very clean booklet stock. Ideal group for the internet
dealer. Worth a look.
S.B. 600.00
26

Lovely US group running from the 1920s to mid1980s with some light duplication. Many blocks, plate
blocks and sets. A clean group with much never hinged
material. Inspect and enjoy.
S.B. 600.00
27
/ A comprehensive group with many desirable items
including classics, early commemoratives, Washington/
Franklins, possessions and back of the book. There is a little Mexico thrown in for extra spice. You will be pleased if
you look this lot over. Inspect and decide. S.B. 600.00
28
/ A wide assortment of material starting with the classics
and continuing to modern plus back of the book and
possessions. Classics include many that are mint, early
special delivery and many Hawaii are included. Some of
the Hawaii are cancelled. Loony Tunes (single imperf)
and Legend of the West errors are present. Make some
time to search through this group.
S.B. 600.00
29
/ Two boxes of US precancels with 1,000’s of 1922
Bureau series, Washington Bicentennial, Liberty, Victory series. One box has a collection in four three-ring
binders of US bureau precancels, two very well filled,
and two binders of stock pages. Second box includes
more bulk material in forty or so small boxes to be
sorted into the albums; some unsorted; some divided up
by state. Several pages of multiples included. Enough
material to really enjoy the hunt.
S.B. 600.00
30
/ 1980’s Bourse dealer’s stock. Interesting sale binder
and shoe box. The binder contains some better items such
as 551-573 mint, 310 mint, a supply of mint Hardings,
Columbian 30 cent used, 1053, 1938 Presidentials and a
supply of many other saleable sets and singles. The shoe
box contains more common stock in glassines and stock
cards. Much NH. Worth inspection.
S.B. 550.00
31
/ A wide assortment from classics to Confederates, revenues to regular issues, and bicentennial sheets to postal
stationary are ready for you to sort through. Condition is
mixed but many sound stamps are present. Worth your
time to view.
S.B. 500.00
32

An all mint collection of regular issues and BOB on
White Ace pages running to 1981. As might be expected,
the 19th century is sparse to non-existent. Pages start
filling in about the turn of the century and, by the end,
are basically full. Condition varies including no gum
and regummed but the vast majority are F-VF, with
much NH. Numerous highlights include 275, 570-573,
Kansas-Nebraska complete, 832-834, 1053, C13, C18,
F1, K15, and Q1-9.
S.B. 500.00
33
/ Quite the job lot of this and that. Auctions lots, groupings, singles, approval cards. Something for everyone.
Take a dive.
S.B. 500.00
/
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Consignment remainder assembly. Includes four Legends of the West error sheets, a unique used White Plains
sheet, over $550.00 face, and a few other goodies worth
probing for. Take a quick peek.
S.B. 475.00
A selection of ducks worth viewing. The earlies are
no gum and in mixed condition. Starting around the $5
stamps there is never hinged material. An interesting item
is a panel of twenty RW 73. Duck collectors will flock to
this material to inspect.
S.B. 450.00
An interesting collection that ends in the late twentieth century. Becomes better populated after the
banknotes and has interesting items such as a #C18
zeppelin cover, mint Washington bicentennials, Prexies,
and Liberty series including the Hamilton. Also has possessions material and Ryukyu items. A selection to investigate for more gems. Inspect and enjoy. S.B. 450.00
An assortment of newspaper stamps. Some are perfed
proofs, some reperfed, two forgeries and others of mixed
condition. Four of the stamps have certifications. There are
images for all stamps. An interesting group that requires
close examination. Worth a view.
S.B. 450.00
Simple mixed used and mint 1847-1934 collection on
album pages. Includes early airmail and a couple early
used Special Delivery’s. Condition is extremely mixed
and careful viewing suggested. Would make a good
starter group.
S.B. 400.00
One man’s collection as received in two cartons comprised of postage and postal products. The bulk of the
value is in a pair of Minuteman albums with virtually
complete postage from the 4-cent era to the 32 centers
and some useful pickings prior to 1960. However, the
bulk of the weight is 8 binders of several hundred USPS
souvenir pages. A bit of miscellaneous rounds out the lot.
Quite useful to the right bidder.
S.B. 400.00
One hundred or so dealer cards with many off-center stamps. Scott # 294, 295 and C3 have the most
representation. An interesting lot for vignette shifts.
Much duplication that a specialist will appreciate.
An opportunity to acquire some interesting material. Take a careful look.
S.B. 400.00
United States Federal Ducks selection complete in
black mounts from 1934 to 1972 on Scott pages in a
pizza-size box. RW1 canceled Bristol, PA, RW2 used,
RW3-4 NH, and RW5 NH (thin). Mixture of mint and
used after that having a few with condition issues. Still a
respectable collection.
S.B. 400.00
Precancel Holding. Two-carton lot of precancels from
all over the United States. Impeccable organization
and presentation. All states are represented, with items
from villages, cities, suburbs, etc. Thousands and thousands of precanceled stamps in fine or better condition
from assorted time periods. Contains a strong postage
due precancel collection. Mounted on stock sheets, in
stockbooks, hinged on pages, and loose in envelopes.
Includes information about value. Admirable attention to
detail and assembled with love and pride. S.B. 400.00
Collection of several hundred different to 1989 in four
very clean Scott specialty albums. Pockets of strength
throughout. Good back of the book and a good start to
a postal card collection. This is suitable for continuation
and is one to inspect and enjoy.
S.B. 375.00
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Never Hinged mounted in two Scott albums (one album is for Back of Book and is virtually empty), value
mostly in postage virtually complete from 1925 on (no
#630, and dollar items removed). Good airs, Special
Delivery, Parcel Post etc FVF overall. S.B. 350.00
Two albums, one the United States Bureau Print
Album, and three stockbooks of material comprise
this collection. Filled with interesting items including
playing card precancels. A collection you can have fun
with. Well worth checking out by the precancel collectors.
S.B. 350.00

(232//579) A hand selected assortment of better
quality issues, many with graded certificates. Stamps
without certificates are 232, 368, 474, 575-576 are
all NH, 422 with tiny HR, 572-573, with trivial gum
blemish, 579 with pmog, and 310 used. All items and
certificates are scanned. Appropriate lot for the discriminating collector or dealer.
S.B. 325.00
United States casual collector’s collection from the
1890s to 1993 in a Scott National album. Involves hundreds and hundreds of mixed mint and used stamps in full,
partial sets, singles, and souvenir sheets in clear mounts.
Most of the value is in the postage which ranges from
$200-$300 face plus other typically encountered material.
Album has toning or foxing on the edge of the pages from
storage which appears not to have affected the stamps. A
terrific bread and butter collection.
S.B. 300.00

Scott National clean album having mostly mint
stamps in black mounts from 1925 to 1992. Virtually
complete from 1961 to end only missing high values,
a few souvenir sheets but no airmail. Nice rudimentary collection to build upon.
S.B. 300.00
/ United States collection in ten volume Lindner
hingeless albums and having nine slipcases in two cartons. Populated from 1930 to 1980s with mixed mint and
used stamps. Value is in the albums which run to 2016.
Original purchase price of these albums far exceeds our
suggested bid. Good foundation for building a US collection.
S.B. 300.00
/ Modern issues from 1965-2001 including coil pairs
plus first-day covers, postal stationery, and UX 178 to
356 are part of this fresh assortment. There are eleven
imperforated coil pairs (see image) for EFO hunters. Well
worth your time to view.
S.B. 290.00
/
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An eclectic consignment remainder group. The mint
items are NH. Condition and centering are mixed. Easy
lot to figure.
S.B. 280.00
Beginning in the 1930s to 2008 all are hand picked with
nice cancels. Housed in three better stockbooks these
will draw the attention of cancellation collectors. Take
the time to view.
S.B. 250.00
United States accumulation in six boxes running to the
2000s. Tens of thousands common mainly used stamps
in small boxes, glassines, envelopes manila stock pages,
stockbooks, albums, glassines, on/off paper etc. having massive backup. Involves a small offering of worldwide. Also
includes a small selection of useful supplies. Tailor made
for a dime table or bouse bargain boxes. S.B. 200.00
Modern Officials mint mostly o.g. Complete mint Parcel
Post, Used parcel post to 25c. F1, etc.
S.B. 200.00
PAGE 5
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Collection of several dozen wildfowl and fishing
permit stamps from US and around twenty state issuers. Different formats, printing types, etc. Attractive for
their diversity. On stock cards, album pages and stock
pages in a pizza box.
S.B. 200.00
Assemblage of eleven Specimen stamps from various government departments No gum, F to VF.
S.B. 150.00
All no gum, some possibly cleaned used. Many better values that deserve a look. Worth your time to
view.
S.B. 150.00
A tiny, graded investment lot offered at today’s market
price. Worth a view.
S.B. 100.00
Postage and a few high-quality medium value items.
Albums are lightly populated. Some foreign slipped in.
Worth a look.
S.B. 100.00
United States banker ’s box full of modern
commemoratives off paper roughly sorted by face
value in plastic baggies. Many thousands suitable for a
making frame art or for a dime table.
S.B. 75.00
United States accumulation in a medium box. Involves
a binder of roughly sixty ephemera items consisting
of document or checks most having revenues from the
1870s to the 1930s. Good representation from Cooperstown, New York. Also includes about $30 face postage
in 32-34 cents sheets, two Challenger 1983 flight covers
in original folders, a selection of Christmas seals plus
miscellaneous.
S.B. 75.00
Modern high values used on paper. For the cancel collector.
S.B. 50.00
A Philatelic Tragedy. A collection of some value was
placed in an underground outdoor safe years ago. Unfortunately, that was in New Orleans and water damaged all
the stamps. The mint items no longer have gum and many
of the used have various types of damage from fading to
mold spots. The tragedy lies in the fact that many of the
mint items were desirable such as, the Zeppelin issues and
# 505 error. Still, you are encouraged to look at the many
cancelled items that may be salvageable, such as some
classics, officials, and others. Needs careful examination
to come up with the right number.
S.B. 2200.00

HAWAII
64

// Hawaii group including mint with duplication postal
stationary, #52c l.h. with cert, #36 graded 95, etc. overall
FVF or better.
S.B. 150.00

CONFEDERATE STATES
65

/

A small group of over seventy confederate stamps in
very mixed condition. Two of the items are on paper. Back
of the book collectors take a look.
S.B. 180.00

PUERTO RICO
66

/
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Collection of around 170 mounted on seven attractive
homemade pages. Includes a color error and an invert.
There are images of all stamps. A collection that can be
built upon. Worthy of a view.
S.B. 550.00

UNITED STATES TRUST TERRITORIES
67



A wonderful group that is never hinged F-VF and the order of value is Palau, Micronesia, then Marshall Islands. The
topical emphasis is on marine life, shells, birds, and ships. An
interesting and attractive group. Worth a look.S.B.500.00

UNITED STATES AND POSSESSIONS
68

/

A mixed group of early U. S. picking up with the
banknotes and going strong to the 1940s. There could be
many sleepers here. The Canal Zone has better material
and good value. A careful viewing is suggested to come
up with the right number.
S.B. 850.00

UNITED STATES AND UNITED NATIONS
69

/

A small group of useful material. U.N. earlies and
flags begin this assortment followed by U.S. Prexies,
Famous Americans, revenues, including some ducks, and
early Christmas Seals. Take time to view this interesting
group.
S.B. 300.00

UNITED NATIONS
70 //FDC A comprehensive, clean, and fresh collection
including stationery and flag issue with Vienna and Geneva well represented. It begins in 1951
and continues to 2007. Detailed description located
among the images. A wonderful collection in quality albums worth bringing up to date. S.B. 1000.00
71 /FDC A nice collection in five Lighthouse hingeless albums
with dust cases plus unprocessed new issues in glassines
to around 2010. Also, a Switzerland collection in a like
new Scott Specialty album with dust case. A beginners
collection with new issues in glassines. The material
is clean and fresh and would be great for collector or
dealer.
S.B. 500.00
72

73
74
75

// A comprehensive assortment includes sheets, stationary, cards, FDC, albums, binders, and a little US snuck
in. There is a good amount of face and many flag sheets.
Well worth a careful look.
S.B. 450.00

Two boxes of UN modern face. Dive in for a
look.
S.B. 350.00
/FDC An accumulation of U.N. material with many desirable items. Take time to go through the stockbooks and
covers to uncover the goodies.
S.B. 200.00
/ UN album with content 1950-2002 from New York,
Geneva, and Vienna, with stamps, souvenir sheets in
albums and in a pizza box.
S.B. 150.00

76 //FDC Unpicked accumulation from a dealer’s estate that will
be material for the internet. Take a look. S.B. 100.00
77

Three stock books and a good condition sheet folio of
modern UN souvenir sheets, strips, etc. Attractive, with
topical content.
S.B. 100.00
78

/

All the United Nations from an accumulator’s closet. Four
binders and some loose are here with at least 3 #38 sheets.
Worth a quick look if UN is your thing.
S.B. 80.00

UNITED STATES AND GENERAL FOREIGN
79

80

81

82

83

84

85

86

/

/

/

Awesome United States and worldwide A-Y stock from
the late 19th Century to the 1970s in four cartons.
Contains tens of thousands of mixed mint and used stamps
having advantageous, profitable backup well-organized,
cataloged and priced by a knowledgeable owner. In approximately 55,000 small size glassines in 145 small boxes. Consist of one to no more than nine stamps per glassine. Originally set-up for processing in APS circuit books.
Tailor made for immediate sale.
S.B. 12000.00
Dealer’s stock arranged on approximately 1000 “102”
sized sales cards offered for sale at a fraction of catalog.
This unpicked group is all medium to better grade with
many complete sets. Strongest in US, including US
Back of Book, Germany, British Empire, and other European countries. Overall, around 75% mint, with much
of that NH. All labeled and ready to integrate into your
stock or fill gaps in your collection. Clean high-quality material.
S.B. 5500.00
All medium to better values, sets and part sets arranged
on 102 size cards with little duplication. A clean group
that collectors and dealers will find desirable. Great lot
for internet or show dealer and a collector looking to
pick out the best for their collection. Well worth time to
view.
S.B. 3250.00

United States and worldwide assortment in seven cartons. Contains thousands and thousands of mixed mint
and used having useful backup in albums, stockbooks,
binders, folders, and pizza size boxes. Approximately
from the late 19th Century to the 1980s. Sifting
through this holding may find pockets of fascinating
value. Roll the dice and take a chance. S.B. 1800.00
/ Eclectic accumulation on club auction pages, sales
cards, sales pages and a stockbook. Bit of Canada thrown
in for a bonus. Condition is quite mixed. Offered for
what it is. Take time to look for the gems. Well worth a
view.
S.B. 1600.00
// Seven Carton consignment as received. US, attractive Ethiopia, and then lots of stuff to sort in albums,
glassines, paper envelopes and every other way possible. Dig in.
S.B. 1100.00
/ Consignment remainder in our largest box made up
of albums, stock books and various groupings of WW
and US material. Noted some attractive US like Overrun
Nations, Liberty Series and Prexie blocks along with
Germany, Ethiopia and Spain, etc. Some nuggets to be
mined.
S.B. 1100.00

87

/

88

/

89

/

/

Twenty-two clean Scott albums in four cartons with
issues from the early 1900s to 2010. Thousands of
mixed mint and used stamps in full, partial sets, singles,
and souvenir sheets having many custom-organized on
quadrille or blank pages. There is an A-Z worldwide offering which generally ends around 1970. The owner did
not go into depth but still has useful pickings. Highlights
are France mint from 1970-2004 plus BOB. Canada from
early 1900s to 1990s having postage to count as well as
BOB and a good showing from Newfoundland. A Sweden
album appears mostly complete mint from 1985-2010.
Finally, there are two United States albums having roughly
$400-$500 face. Worth investigating. S.B. 1000.00

90

91

RASDALE STAMP COMPANY

Thousands of mint and used stamps in stockbooks,
albums and loose pages and hundreds of covers.
US collections both mint and used plus hundreds of
remainder pages. An international album with a good
start and other albums sparsely filled. Stockbooks have
a good amount of duplication, as expected. This is one
group that needs to be searched for gems. Take time to
enjoy viewing this lot.
S.B. 1000.00
Let the Good Times Roll! Nineteenth and early
twentieth-century hoard housed in twelve stockbooks
of varying sizes. Broad representation of countries and
stamp types. Includes occasional post-WWII material.
Untouched for decades. Thousands and thousands of
singles and sets, semi-organized. Different levels of
duplication throughout. Collectable condition. Loaded
with surprises. Sure to bring smiles of delight and hours
of pleasure to the new owner.
S.B. 1000.00

// A treasure hunt within a tragedy. An old holding with
a likewise patina. Good value to be mined by the new
owner as much better material to be found throughout.
There are worldwide collections, U.S. postage in sheets
and glassines, stockbooks, collections plus a few covers
of note. You’ll find helpful Canada, Newfoundland, Japan, Liechtenstein, Germany, Philippines and more. The
tragedy is there is some water damage which needs to
be addressed. With this being said, the savvy buyer that
has the patience will be well rewarded as much is not
affected or is used.
S.B. 900.00
/ Massive United States and worldwide assortment
from the late 19th Century to the 1980s in fourteen
cartons. Comprises tens of thousands mixed mint and
used stamps having lots of backup in binders, red, white
boxes, on 102 sale cards, album, stock, and counter pages.
Also includes a wee bit of mainly low value US postage to tempt you. Enough material to make your table
the popular one at a small or medium size bourse. Terrific holding just waiting for your bid.
S.B. 900.00
/ United States and worldwide selection in six cartons.
Contains thousands of mixed common mint and used
stamps having backup from various decades throughout
the 20th Century ending in the 1990s. Pickings to be
discovered. Easily saleable
S.B. 800.00

92

/

93

/

United States and worldwide assortment in three
cartons from the 1860s to 2000. Contains hundreds and
hundreds of mixed mint and used stamps having plenty
of backup. The best is a neat Minkus album from 1860s
to 1982 from a casual collector having some interesting
material. Also includes a selection of postage roughly
$200 to $300 face from three cents to twenty-nine cents
mainly in plate blocks in several binders plus a pizza size
box of others. Worldwide was an afterthought having
several Canada year sets from the 1980s,1999/2000 plus
miscellany.
S.B. 750.00
United States and worldwide collection balance, accumulation in two cartons. Comprises thousands of mixed
mint and used stamps having backup in full, partial sets,
and singles in albums, stockbooks, album pages, glassines,
and envelopes from various decades of the 20th Century
running to 2000. Encompasses Germany, German colonies, Israel, Mozambique (souvenir sheets 2000-2001)
etc. Inspection recommended.
S.B. 750.00
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94

95

96

/



/

97

/

98

/

99

Gambler’s Choice. Five pizza boxes filled with thousands of F-VF singles, sets, souvenir sheets, etc. from
around the world, including the United States. Mint and
used. Noted many time periods and types of stamps.
Contains album pages, stock sheets, glassines, envelopes,
and approval books. Loaded with both common and unusual/better material. Minimal duplication. Could form
the basis of a worldwide collection or offer stock to a U.S.
and foreign dealer.
S.B. 700.00

103

/

104

/

Valuable consignment remainders, most of the value
lies in the mounted British collections especially notable for British Indian Ocean Territories and Ceylon.
Also includes a clean starter U.S. collection in a Scott
specialty album, a small Bohemia and Moravia collection and a decent worldwide collection in a Comprehensive World album. A very interesting selection that
deserves a good look.
S.B. 700.00

105

/

106

/

107

/

108

/

109

/

110

/

111

/

112

/

United States and worldwide accumulation in seven
cartons. Thousands and thousands of mixed common
mint and used stamps having loads of backup in albums,
binders, folders, glassines, envelopes, stock, album
pages and loose roughly from various decades of the
20th Century. Requires a skillful hand to organize into
saleable lots.
S.B. 700.00
United States and worldwide selection/accumulation
from the 1870s to the 1980s in three cartons. Incorporates thousands and thousands of mixed mint and used
stamps in full, partial sets, and singles having useful
backup. Several of the albums are packed solid with
material. Strong offering of Persia/Iran. Also involves
a wee bit of US postage from 32-37 cents plus miscellany. Readily saleable.
S.B. 650.00
Accumulation in over a dozen albums and stock
books. Europe used and Americas mainly mint. Decent Austria and Bosnia. Some interesting covers and
cards.
S.B. 600.00

All the bulk from a valuable estate filling thirteen
cartons. Thousands of stamps in collections, stockbooks,
approval books, mounted on loose pages, in glassines etc..
Some useful contents along with postage to count. Take a
quick look, you might get a good buy. S.B. 600.00
100 // Philatelic Abundance. Twelve-box lot of treasure
and trash. Includes albums, stockbooks, glassines,
envelopes, homemade packets, quirky accumulations,
etc. Thousands and thousands of stamps in a semi-organized state. Needs a new owner with vision and energy. Loads of potential.
S.B. 600.00
/

101

/

This selection includes high catalog faulty items that need
expertizing also obvious forgeries or reprints. Huge possible catalog total. Needs an expert viewing. S.B. 600.00

102

/

United States and worldwide assortment from the late
19th Century to the 1940s in a medium box. Roughly
350 mixed mint and used stamps in partial sets and singles
having backup on old counter pages mainly from a 1960s
Chicagoland stamp store. Roughly 70% are Western
or Eastern Europe and 30% are British colonies and
United States. Easily saleable.
S.B. 500.00
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Ten cartons of United States and worldwide in
envelopes, glassines and loose from the late 19th
Century to the 1980s. Enormous amount of material
running into the multiple thousands having plenty of
backup will greet the viewer. Well worth a careful look
to come with the right number.
S.B. 500.00
Strong Poland collection with lots of write up material is a standout, along with some US face and several
boxes of WW in glassines. A mixed bag for sure, take a
look.
S.B. 500.00
United States and worldwide accumulation approximately from the 1880s to the 1980s in two cartons. Encompasses thousands of mixed mint and used stamps having backup in several pizza size boxes, binders, glassines
and small boxes. Also includes a small box of pinbacks. Appropriate for constructing bourse box lots. S.B. 500.00
Box of remainders from dealers’ estate. Attractive
US plate number strip collection in a blue three ring, a
basic US collection from 30’s to 60’s, plus two boxes of
glassines of European modern material with duplication.
Finally, a pizza box of more modern US postal cards
and stationery. Have some fun checking out the glassine
contents.
S.B. 450.00
Interesting accumulation in two boxes. Albums of
Belgium with several classics, Germany, DDR and
Hungary. Glassines and 102 cards of several countries,
including some recent Sweden complete booklets, and
some US. Take a look to fill your gaps. S.B. 450.00
An old timers collection with items from the late
nineteenth century to the first half of the twentieth
century. Thousands of used stamps with Germany, Austria, Poland, Switzerland, and Bavaria well represented.
There is also a good back of the book selection. Other
countries are present with desirable items. There is over
$200 in mint U. S. sheets, plate blocks and other loose
stamps. Also, a small number of covers. Look carefully to uncover the goodies.
S.B. 450.00
United States and worldwide selection in five cartons.
Encompasses thousands of mixed mint and used stamps
having advantageous backup. Includes mostly pizza size
boxes, some albums, and binders having the value in the
low value United States postage. An eclectic holding
only requiring an eclectic person to take it home. Go for
it.
S.B. 400.00
United States and some worldwide selection in one
carton from the 1880s to the early 2000s. Comprises hundreds and hundreds of mainly used stamps having backup
in albums and binders. Fine rudimentary United States
collections super for a start up collector.
S.B. 400.00
United States and worldwide assortment from the
early 1900s to roughly the 1980s in thirteen cartons.
Encompasses thousands and thousands of common mixed
mint and used stamps having loads of backup in binders,
albums, sales, album, stock pages, envelopes, sales cards,
and loose. Needs to find a new, loving home. Do you have
room?
S.B. 350.00
United States and worldwide accumulation from
the late 19th Century to the 1970s in seven cartons.
Thousands and thousands of mixed mint and used stamps
having plenty of backup in small, cigar boxes, albums,
binders, sales, stock pages, and sales cards. Offers a cornucopia of material sufficient to contruct bourse bargain
lots. Worth checking out.
S.B. 350.00

113

/

United States and worldwide selection in one large
and one small carton. Thousands of mixed mint and
used stamps in albums, binders, and stockbooks having backup. Includes two remaindered but still useful
albums from the late 19th Century to 1940 and UN. Also
incorporates $200-$300 US face including some 29 cent
sheets and high values. Most of the lot has a fragrance
from storage in a humid climate with exception of the
postage. Inspection recommended.
S.B. 350.00

114

/

Four cartons of mainly United States but also some
worldwide. The value is in the United States postage to
count which is sprinkled throughout from low values to
some sheets in binders, several albums, and three pizza
size boxes. Plenty of mailing value to be found. Also incorporates some slightly used black stock pages and an assortment of miscellaneous collectibles. Offered to shake off the
dust in your wallet and spend that cash.
S.B. 350.00

115

/

A small accumulation including only a few foreign
items, most notably two Great Britain # 1s. Condition is
mixed, and most are photographed. Careful inspection is
recommended.
S.B. 350.00

116

/

Consignment as received with sparsely populated
albums. By far the anchor of this lot is the Saudi Arabia
and other Middle East. Worth a look.
S.B. 325.00

117

/

Four pizza boxes filled, one with a used Poland hoard
another with U.S. on stockpages with a catalog value
of $1400. Take time to view the material. It can prove
profitable.
S.B. 300.00

118

/

One carton of United States and worldwide selection
from the early 20th Century to the 1980s. Thousands
of mixed mint and used stamps having sufficient backup
in stockbooks and binders. Involves US postage which is
intertwined with the used and a binder of US precancels
that might be of interest.
S.B. 300.00

119

/

Three cartons of United States and worldwide selection from the early 1900s to the 1980s. Contains
several thousand mixed mint and used stamps having
backup in albums, binders, glassines etc. Involves
collections from Ghana 1957-1967 and United Nations from 1951 to the 1960s. Likewise encompasses
low value US postage to twenty cents interspersed
throughout as well as a few other interesting mint US
philatelic items. Not to be missed.
S.B. 250.00

120 // United States and worldwide selection from the early
1990s to 1980s in two cartons. Contains hundreds and
hundreds of mixed mint and used stamps having backup
in albums, binders, stockbooks, and subscription items.
Includes Canada, France, Sweden and some low value US
postage. Worthy of your attention.
S.B. 250.00
121 // Three cartons of United States and worldwide assortment. US consists of around 1,500 FDCs from the
1960s to 1980s while the worldwide consist of hundreds
and hundreds of mixed mint and used stamps in small
boxes in glassines basically from the mid-20th Century
to several decades later having beneficial backup. Offered
to entice you to bid.
S.B. 250.00

RASDALE STAMP COMPANY

122 // United States and worldwide accumulation roughly
from the early 1900s to the 1990s in six cartons. Thousands and thousands of common mint and used stamps
in stockbooks, counter books, one sparse 19th Century
Scott “Brownie” album, glassines etc. Contains an abnormal amount of used United States in glassines and
several thousand commercial covers, postcards, FDCs
and golden replicates.
S.B. 200.00

123 // A consignment balance making an odd combination.
Many first day covers from Interphil with a Bicentennial
emphasis, Ameripex, and modern officials make up the
bulk of the covers. A small group of censored covers,
modern Czech Republic group and UN sheets including
some flags comprise the balance. An interesting group
well worth your time to view.
S.B. 200.00

124 // United States and worldwide accumulation in four
cartons. Contains thousands and thousands of common
mixed mint and used stamps having plenty of backup in
albums, binders, small stockbooks, album, stock pages,
small baggies as well commercial covers and FDCs.
Ranges through various decades of the 20th Century. Requires adoption by a new caring buyer.
S.B. 200.00
125 // United States and worldwide accumulation in three
cartons. Contains thousands of mint and used stamps
having backup roughly from the 1920s to the 1980s in
albums, binders, envelopes, and files. The value is the
US postage, but some material appears to have been in
storage in either a humid or damp environment. Still
enough salvageable material to be worth your while. Also
includes an assortment of FDCs, event, commercial covers, postal stationery, and postcards.
S.B. 200.00
126



Four of our large cartons with many thousands of on
and off paper U.S. and foreign stamps. Some sorted
into plastic bags by country, others dumped in larger bags
or other containers. Spotted lots of Machins scattered
among the piles. Great for packets, soaking and sorting
parties, or wallpapering your stamp room. S.B. 60.00

UNITED STATES AND CANADA
127 // The High-Brow Approach. Twenty-five-volume philatelic survey of five topics. Focuses on (1) eighteenth and
nineteenth-century exploration in North America and U.S.
land acquisition, (2) the beginnings of twenty U.S. states,
(3) ships in and around the United States and Canada, (4)
philatelic exhibition covers, and (5) Essex County (Ontario, Canada) picture postcards. Each volume includes
historical research; photos; and mainly twentieth-century
stamps, FDCs, postcards, etc. Unique offering with hundreds of stamps, FDCs, and postcards. S.B. 900.00
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128

129

/

/

130

/

131

/

132

/

133

/

134

/

135

/
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Awesome A-Z worldwide dealer stock in nine red
boxes from 1850 to the 1980s in three cartons. Encompasses between 3,000-3,500 sale cards having mint
and used stamps in full sets, possibly partial sets, singles,
and single stamps from sets having useful, profitable
backup. About 10% is from the United States. Also includes Great Britain and colonies, France and colonies,
Germany, Switzerland, Western, Eastern Europe, Latin
America etc. Eight boxes have only material cataloging
$5.00 or more having several over $100.00. One box has
smaller souvenir sheets. Already identified, cataloged and
organized in ABC order but the catalog value is older and
only should be used for reference. Do not miss out as this
holding is easily saleable.
S.B. 8000.00
Minkus Global Galore--Nineteen well filled Minkus
Global albums with a very worthwhile worldwide collection from classics to mid-1970’s. Good amount of mint,
but has a bias toward used, with cancels and varieties.
Lots of additional homemade pages inserted by the collector. Europe and Americas are strongest along with good
selection of China, but there is a lot more to this massive
collection. We took lots of photos. Check this one out,
there is much to like in here.
S.B. 4000.00
All medium to better grade material with minimal duplication. A wonderful selection with many
better items. Well worth taking a few minutes to
view.
S.B. 3250.00
Three carton selection from the 1880s to the 1990s.
Comprises thousands and thousands of mixed mainly
used, CTO, and mint stamps in full, partial sets, singles,
and souvenir sheets. Consist of thirteen albums including
three DDR, several Scott International plus others as well
as several stockbooks. A most purposeful holding waiting
to be sold by the album or for mounting your loose stamps
in the empty spaces.
S.B. 2200.00
Twenty-four Scott International and three Minkus
Global albums with a worldwide collection generally
starting in or after WW 2 to the 1980’s or later. Has
gaps, but much to offer the gem-seeking collector, or
adorn your sales table with these and sell an album at a
time.
S.B. 2000.00
Mix of popular countries and sets on stock cards, pages
and glassines filling a pizza box to the top. Early France,
Russia, Far East, British and French colonies, Belgium,
Germany, etc. Ideal for filling your gaps and/or resale.
Generally pre-1950 material. Clean and has been well
cared for
S.B. 1600.00
Wonderful worldwide selection from the late 19th
Century to the 1970s in eight cartons. Encompasses
thousands and thousands of mixed mint and used stamps
having ample backup in in remaindered albums and binders. Worth exploring.
S.B. 1500.00
Twenty-one Minkus Supreme Global albums from the
late 19th Century to the 1970 having some pages going
to the 1990s in seven cartons. Thousands of mixed mint
and used stamps having pockets of value but also sparse
in some areas. Includes solid Germany. Plenty of spaces
for future mounting fiestas.
S.B. 1500.00

136

/

Uncommon Foreign Treasures. One pizza box loaded
with hundreds of singles, sets, and souvenir sheets from
assorted colonies, lesser-known countries, etc. Includes
album pages in protective sleeves, stock sheets, mini-collections, and loose stamps in glassines. Noticed material
from French colonies, India-Convention States, German Hand Overprints, Germany-Soviet locals, Portugal
and colonies, Indochina, New Brunswick, Nepal, and
more. Mostly pre-1940. Mint and used, F-VF. Huge
catalog value. Some items might require an expert’s eye
for full evaluation. Tempting in its simplicity and dignity.
S.B. 1400.00

137

/

Fourteen 6 ring sales books with many medium
to better values and sets. Very little duplication and
not overly weighted in condition challenged classics.
A few minutes of viewing can bring some nice profits.
S.B. 1300.00

138

/

Worldwide selection in three cartons from the late
19th Century to the 1960s. Encompasses thousands
and thousands of mixed mint and used stamps having useful backup. Includes roughly thirty-five mainly
remaindered folder collections focusing on French,
Portuguese colonies, Western Europe and some Latin
America. Likewise involves twelve brown file boxes
having a variety of countries mostly in glassines and
envelopes which includes a particularly a huge offering
of common 1960s San Marino in multiples. Suitable for
any risk taker.
S.B. 1200.00

139

/

140

/

A-Z collection in six Minkus Global albums from the
1860s to the late 1960s in two cartons. Owner’s count is
roughly 40,000 different nicely mounted mixed mint and
used stamps having full, partial sets, singles, and souvenir
sheets. Respectable pockets of value in Belgium, Belgian,
Congo (souvenir sheets B169, B179, B199, B221 some
having small faults). Central and South America well
represented having interesting Costa Rica, Chile, Nicaragua etc. Ready to construct country folders or sell by
the album.
S.B. 1200.00
The good, the bad and the interesting in albums and
numerous stockbooks and binders. Collections of
Germany, Ghana, and Russia are supplemented by New
Zealand and Canada plus worldwide albums that are
moderately populated. Topical collectors will find the
Captain Cook Commemoratives and the Queen Elizabeth
II Coronation commemoratives something they can work
with as well as a large amount of Olympic material. If
you enjoy sorting through thousands of stamps, this is
for you.
S.B. 1200.00

141

/

Dealer’s stock of mainly souvenir sheets and larger
items with most being mint. Strong in Europe and condition is mixed. An interesting selection worth careful
examination.
S.B. 1100.00

142

/

Ten useful mounted collections of mostly early
twentieth century awaiting new albums. Good value
in Columbia, French Guinea and Fiume as the many images illustrate. A great lot to build upon so take a good
look.
S.B. 1050.00

143

144

/

/

145

/

146

/

147

148

149

/

/

/

A Plate of Philatelic Hors d’Oeuvres. Thousands of
mainly mint singles and sets from multiple countries.
Noticed items from Central and South America, Mongolia, western Europe, Africa, Japan, etc. Mainly postWWII, but includes some desirable earlier stamps. Some
items might require an expert’s eye for full evaluation.
Organized on stock sheets, hinged onto album pages,
or placed into glassines. Overall F-VF. Contains some
banknotes and other miscellaneous material. Quirky,
surprising, and always fun.
S.B. 900.00
Philatelic pleasure pallet. One of a kind worldwide
massive accumulation from various decades of the 20th
Century. Tens of thousands of mainly common mint and
used stamps having lots of backup in approximately
seventy plastic storage containers running stuffed to not
so filled. Also entails roughly 180 Supersafe and other
stockbooks organized by country. Spotted what appears
to be Russia year sets from the late 1990s to 2000.
Along for the ride are inexpensive stamps in smaller
containers. Could keep one busy for many years. Will
be shipped on a pallet. Around 650-850 lbs. Call for
shipping quote.
S.B. 900.00
Worldwide assortment from the late 19th Century
through various decades of the 20th Century in two
cartons. Thousands of mixed mint and used stamps
having advantageous backup in six pizza size boxes
and a batch of stockbooks and an album. Good pickings.
S.B. 900.00
Nine volume worldwide collection from the 1880s to
early 1970s in three cartons. Thousands and thousands of
mixed mint and used stamps having considerable backup and multiple shingled copies. Albums are disheveled,
ragged, variety of pages (some missing) and have duct
tape on their binders but still useful offering which might
be just up your alley. Worth peeking.
S.B. 850.00
Foreign Fun. Hundreds and hundreds of F-VF
singles, sets, etc. from around the world. Mix of mint
and used. Old album pages, stock sheets, glassines, and
display cards. Many better items. Minimal duplication.
A delight to pick through.
S.B. 800.00
Yum Yum for the Philatelic Tum Tum. Thousands
of singles and sets from multiple countries. Noticed
items from Scandinavia, Vietnam, African countries,
Benelux, and more. Mainly post-WWII. Organized
carefully on around thirty stock sheets and placed in
protective pages. Loads of F-VF colorful, topical material. Includes some loose stamps in glassines, etc. Take
a look.
S.B. 800.00
Six cartons from a collector whose spouse needed
the closet space. A wide variety of albums, pages,
stockcards, glassines and more for your searching enjoyment. Nuggets to be mined include a Penny Black, a
counterbook with better items totaling over $3200 retail,
Spain and Colonies in a Scott Specialty, and a small box
of better sets and singles. There is a red box full of sales
cards in the $1 to $15 range, a couple musty, dusty oldtime albums, a Ghana collection and one from Sierra
Leone, and on and on. Ideal for a collector with lots of
time and an empty closet or an internet retailer. Take a
look, you won’t be disappointed.
S.B. 800.00

RASDALE STAMP COMPANY
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Selection consisting of an fascinating Scott International album from 1870-1929 having hundreds and
hundreds of mixed mint and used stamps including some
forgeries. Spotted China, Great Britain, and Latin America
to check out. Likewise incorporates roughly one hundred
obvious forgeries of extremely rare stamps which should
be regarded as educational tools.
S.B. 800.00

151



Topical Horn of Plenty. Hundreds and hundreds of
luscious contemporary singles, sets, souvenir sheets,
and miniature sheets, with a wide variety of topical
depictions. Especially strong in material from Liberia,
Rwanda, and Zaire. Primarily filled with images of birds,
flowers, wild animals, fish, local customs, etc. Everything
NH, F-VF or better. Carefully mounted on eighty-six
double-sided Vario sheets, one clear protective sheet, and
seventeen dealer cards.
S.B. 750.00

152

/

Germany to Italy selection mainly from the 1860s to
1950s in a small box. Around eighty #102 cards having mixed mint and used stamps in partial sets, singles,
and singles from sets having possible dubious. Already
identified and cataloged using 2017 Scott which should
be only used as a guide. Classics need to be examined
as some have condition concerns. Encompasses Great
Britain, Greece, Germany, Iceland, Italian States and
Italy. Requires inspection to come up with a comfortable
bid.
S.B. 750.00

153

/

A wide assortment of material, most British colonies
and Great Britain. Earlies are present and many sets
are also part of this assemblage. A careful viewing is
suggested and well worth your time.
S.B. 750.00

154

/

Odds-and-Ends. Five-volume foreign holding. Includes
good Germany collection, 1870s to 1945, and East Germany, 1948-1981; a very clean Scott International Volume
One; and two volumes of assorted singles and sets on various pages. High total catalog value.
S.B. 750.00

155

/

Wonderful horde in seven boxes to sort and play
with. We saw some MNH PRC and other new issues,
along with binders, albums, glassines as saved. A couple
never used Minkus. Will keep you busy over summer
vacation.
S.B. 750.00

156

/

Accumulation of mainly worldwide dealer A-V stock
from the late 19th Century to 1980 in a red box. Roughly
400 #102 cards mixed mint and used stamps in full, mainly
partial sets or singles having useful backup. Organized
in ABC order, identified, and cataloged. Older prices
should be used as reference only. Includes France and
colonies, British colonies, Italy, and a minuscule amount
of United States. Recommended inspection to come up
with the right number.
S.B. 700.00

157

/

Grandpa’s Closet Cleanout. One banker’s box filled
with thousands and thousands of worldwide stamps,
mainly pre-1940. Noticed binders with loaded stock
pages and collection remnants, file folders containing
remaindered album pages, and envelopes stuffed with
loose stamps. A puzzling lot, but one with potential. Roll
up your sleeves and get to work.
S.B. 700.00
PAGE 11
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General Foreign Jumble. Six-volume accumulation.
Includes a four-volume foreign collection mounted on
Scott International pages, nineteenth century to 1960s and
later. Thousands of stamps in mixed condition. Binders
and pages are worn or damaged. Also present is a British South Asian collection on Minkus pages, nineteenth
century to 1980. Hit-or-miss coverage, but India is worth
examination. Binder, pages, and stamps are in acceptable condition. Finally there is a one-volume Austrian
collection in a clean hingeless album, post-WWII to
1970. Loads of mint singles and sets. Attractive and
fresh. All six volumes could be combined to form an
intermediate-level twentieth-century foreign collection;
will be easy and fun to expand.
S.B. 700.00
There are many mini collections in this accumulation (Portugal, France, Italy and more). Also, strong
in Great Britain and colonies. There are stamp auction
pages and dealer sales pages for your examination.
Recommended for anyone interested in building a world
collection. Good material abounds.
S.B. 700.00
Accumulation of mostly European classics with a huge
catalog value. Nearly all are used and there are some dubious
or certain forgeries (not counted). Needs careful examination to come up with the right number.
S.B. 700.00
Many hundreds, primarily mint and mostly different on
black stock cards. Includes values in various British colonies,
Germany, Austria, Liechtenstein, Philippines, and France.
A very attractive group not to be missed.
S.B. 650.00
Worldwide selection from 1948 to 1978 in one carton.
Encompasses hundreds and hundreds of mainly mint
stamps having useable backup. Involves two binders of
75th Anniversary 1949 UPU and 1948 Silver Wedding
having around 120 mint sets and a strong British colonies
flavor. Another binder contains 1946 Peace issues in multiples, some worldwide UPU issues plus miscellany. Likewise includes appearing to be a complete 1958 Brussels
World’s Fair collection and a Great Britain hingeless album
having mostly mint from 1973-1978.
S.B. 650.00
Worldwide assortment mostly from the 1860s to
1940s in a small box. About forty display cards having
mixed mint, used, a few appear no gum stamps in full,
partial sets, singles, and some souvenir sheets. Already
identified and cataloged using 2017 Scott which should
be only used as a guide. Classics need to be examined
as some have condition concerns. Incorporates Great
Britain, Germany Belgium, France, Italy, etc. Requires
viewing to be able to comfortably bid. S.B. 650.00
Accumulation in four cartons from the early 1900s to
the 1990s. Thousands and thousands of mixed mint and
used stamps having beneficial backup in albums including
Minkus stock pages, and folders. Encompasses France
and colonies, Germany, Latin America, Scandinavia,
Netherlands, Switzerland, some interesting Finland,
flower topicals, and Europa. Needs a look to come up
with a comfortable number.
S.B. 600.00
Mixed bag of album pages, and other formats with
some nice Great Britain, Egypt and Germany among
others.
S.B. 600.00
Six carton worldwide assortment from the 1880s to
the 1970s. Incorporates thousands and thousands of
mixed mint and used stamps having substantial backup
in thirty-six remaindered albums and binders some have
better, others not. A gambler’s lot.
S.B. 600.00
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Worldwide offering nicely organized in fourteen
stockbooks plus extras in a pizza size box from the
1970s to the early 2000s in one carton and one small
box. Incorporates hundreds and hundreds of mint stamps
in full sets, singles, souvenir sheets, and booklets purchased as new issues by the owner from Marshall Fields
in Chicago. Involves three each for Sweden, United
Nations, two each for Great Britain, Norway, Switzerland, and one each for Canada and United States Territories. Worth exploring.
S.B. 550.00
A small group of delightful stamps strong in Italy
but other quality items are present. Good compact value
that the collector will appreciate. An attractive lot to
view.
S.B. 550.00
Dealer’s stock in four counter books and two binders in a medium box. Encompasses hundreds mainly
mint and CTO souvenir sheets and larger items principally from the 1970s to fairly recent having beneficial backup. Terrific topical appeal. S.B. 550.00
A small accumulation of mainly Europe material, but
interest in other areas too. A nice clean group worth your
time to view.
S.B. 550.00
Aden to Germany selection mainly from the 1880s to
1949 in a small box. Roughly eighty #102 cards having
mixed mint and used stamps in partial sets, singles, and
singles from sets. Already identified and cataloged using 2017 Scott which should be only used as a guide.
Classics need to be examined as some have condition
concerns such as short perfs. Includes British colonies,
Queensland, New South Wales Belgium, Argentina, Chile
etc. Needs to be examined to come up with an accurate
bid.
S.B. 550.00
Worldwide collections/assortment in three cartons
from the early 1900s to 2008. Encompasses thousands
of mostly common mixed mint and used stamps having
beneficial backup in albums, stockbooks, album pages,
remaindered country folders collections, and glassines. Incorporates Romania Minkus album to 1969, two Germany
Schaubeks to 1970, Lighthouse hingeless German States,
Scott Isle of Man mint from 1990-2008, stockbook of preWW II Lithuania, and two binders of custom-organized
Switzerland. Please inspect and enjoy.
S.B. 500.00
More Foreign Fun. Hundreds and hundreds of F-VF
singles, sets, etc. from around the world. Mainly mint,
some used. Stock sheets and glassines. Mix of common
and desirable. Minimal duplication. Great variety and
topical appeal.
S.B. 500.00
Small box of classics in glassines. Some fakes and dubious, but still loads of catalog value.
S.B. 500.00
Three cartons of worldwide from various decades
of the 20th Century. Encompasses thousands and
thousands of common mixed mint and used stamps having plenty of backup in small stockbooks, stock pages,
glassines and loose. Examination required to evaluate.
S.B. 500.00
A few thousand mostly different mounted in four
Scott International albums with issues to the late
1950s. The first two books are the most filled and the
last the least. Many complete sets throughout. Make a
little extra time to view this group.
S.B. 475.00
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One carton comprising four Scott International albums
from the 1860s to 1940. Incorporates an International Jr
having the owner’s count of 11,100 mainly different mixed
mint and used stamps and International Part 1 1847-1940
having the owner’s count of 3,780 largely different mint
and used stamps. Best appears to be Austria and Bavaria
but from India to end sparse. Likewise includes another
album having the owner’s count of 8,580 primarily different mixed mint and used stamps. Has interesting Austria,
Bavaria, Belgium, Central Lithuania and Danzig. Album
could stand to be aired out as it has an odor. The final Part
II album having pages from 1941-44 is sparse. All four
albums are remaindered and appear to have been stored
in a humid environment possibly in a basement. Lots of
stamps for the collector.
S.B. 450.00
A comprehensive assortment of likable Asia and
Middle East plus British. Many sets and duplicates for
a dealer that does lists or has internet sales. Take a look,
you will not be disappointed.
S.B. 450.00
Worldwide assortment from the 1940s to the 1990s in
a medium box. Around 150 mainly mint souvenir sheets
having backup in five G & K file folders. Older catalog
values should be used for references only. Also some
souvenir sheets may have faults but still an attractive
lot.
S.B. 450.00
Assortment from the late 19th Century to the 1960s
in a pizza size box. Includes roughly 150 mint Crete
#2-5 on stock pages having backup cataloged using
an older Scott which should be only used as a guide.
Likewise entails fifteen mint sets on display cards in
envelopes having some British colonies mainly from
the 1960s, US Scott #1856C error sheet imperforate
between plus miscellaneous.
S.B. 450.00
Worldwide A to Z from one collector. Nothing grandiose
spotted, but thousands, mostly different with some newish
mint.
S.B. 450.00
Worldwide lot with several Minkus, Citation and
Olympic albums with count in 1000’s. Early Russia, US,
Germany, Hungary, Czech., etc.
S.B. 375.00
Worldwide accumulation from various decades of
the 20th Century in fourteen cartons. Thousands and
thousands of common mixed mint and used stamps
having backup in binders, stockbooks, envelopes,
glassines, folders, manila, album, stock pages etc. Offers an opportunity to make profitable bourse bargain
boxes. Entrepreneurs, go for it.
S.B. 350.00
Glassines, several stock pages, and stock cards
with many hundreds worldwide completely filling a
pizza box. Lots of attractive colonial sets, much NH,
and some better material in the photos. Lots of fun to
organize this ‘sorter’. A good value.
S.B. 350.00
Four Scott International albums from the 1860s to
1940 in one carton. Includes Part 1A & 1B having owner’s
count of 4,800 and 2,940 mainly different mixed mint and
used stamps. Likewise involves a Scott Part 1 having the
owner’s count of 3,780 mostly different mixed mint and
used stamp and an International Jr having owner’s count
of 1,930 mixed mint and used stamps. All albums are
remaindered and appear to have been stored in a humid
environment possibly in a basement The Junior has a
musty odor too. Plenty of interesting countries to view
including Germany, Danzig, Great Britain, Montenegro,
Bosnia-Herzegovina etc.
S.B. 350.00
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Powerful Potential. Eight old approval books chock
full of many intermediate-value singles and sets. Includes
material from the United States, Western and Eastern
Europe, Africa, Middle East, etc. Mixed condition, mint
and used. Plenty of interesting overprints, Offices Abroad,
and more. Take a close look.
S.B. 325.00

Philatelic Sleuths, Get to Work! Nineteenth-century group of over 150 stamps on two pages from a
stockbook. Lovely condition, but a few items might require an expert’s eye for full evaluation. Potentially high
catalog value. Photos show entire lot.
S.B. 325.00
188 // One carton of worldwide from the early 1900s to 2000.
Comprises hundreds and hundreds of mixed mint and
used stamps in album, stockbooks and binders. Includes
a Schaubek Moldavia hingeless from 1992-2000, Iran
1940-1985, Cinderellas, Croatia, Serbia, Macedonia, and
Bosnia from the 1990s, Russia in a custom organized
remaindered binder, miscellaneous and a small selection
of commercial and FDCs. An eclectic offering needing
an eclectic buyer.
S.B. 325.00
A mixed group mainly mint with much useful material. There could be many sleepers here. Take a good
look.
S.B. 300.00
Owner’s count of around 9,300 stamps in two old time
Minkus albums. Major issuing countries represented and
well filled in earlies. Good collection to fill your gaps or
find some cancels.
S.B. 300.00
Neat as a Pin. Over 2000 singles and sets carefully
arranged in a stockbook missing its cover. Semi-organized, with some duplication. Noted many countries
and areas, especially British Commonwealth, western
Europe, and Asia. Emphasis placed on pre-1950 material. High catalog value.
S.B. 300.00
Turn of the century album filled with stamps of an era
with many high value stamps in mixed condition. If you are
looking for late nineteenth century stamps, examine this
material. Worth making time to view.
S.B. 300.00
Ten albums and a smaller box of album pages of
worldwide stuff. Includes two nice condition Scott
Specialty albums of modern US Trust Territories. A few
cancels lurking in the Internationals.
S.B. 300.00
Worldwide pre 1945 stock in #3 glassines in a banker
box. Thousands of mostly used stamps having backup
and many in multiples. Good pickings.
S.B. 300.00
Thousands and thousands of mixed mint and used
stamps having saleable backup from various decades
of the 20th Century in cigar boxes, in two of our largest
cartons. Set up to sell by the cigar box. A bulk stamp
collector nirvana.
S.B. 300.00
Six Scott Internationals to Part V. The Scott Part II
and IV are well filled with stock from the usual countries.
Some better France, Austria, Germany and Belgium.
Some nice cancels as well. Remaining albums skimpy. All
are in decent shape and still have some life left in them.
Old brown International also along for the ride. Some
decent pickings.
S.B. 300.00
Mixed group of mainly never hinged with many complete
sets. Ideal for making singles or small groups for the internet. Make some time to view this group. S.B. 270.00
PAGE 13
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TOPICALS

Four Minkus Comprehensive World Wide albums
loaded with thousands of mostly used worldwide stamps.
Nothing of significant value spotted and not much in the
way of 19th century but many, many issues from the
second half of the 20th, mostly commemorative types.
Perfect for the worldwide collector to pluck out what he
or she needs and recycle the rest. A couple juvenile collections thrown in for ballast.
S.B. 250.00
Worldwide sorter in a large box with mainly glassines
and stock pages from most places in Europe, Central
and South America. Fun stuff to comb through for that
needle in the haystack.
S.B. 200.00
Deceased dealer’s stock of mostly mid-1950’s to 1970’s
mint worldwide new issues. Worth a close look for blocks
etc.
S.B. 200.00
Consignment balance of clean stock that will appeal to
the topical collector. Worth a few minutes of your time to
view.
S.B. 150.00
Six Harris remaindered albums from the early 1900
to 1980 (mainly from the 1940s to end) in two cartons.
Contains hundreds and hundreds of mixed mint and
used stamps in full, partial sets, and singles. Nothing
too exotic but worth at least the suggested bid. Take a
chance
S.B. 130.00
One carton ¾ filled having miscellaneous mint and
used worldwide plus on paper United States. Selection
runs to the 1980s offering a small offering perfect for the
budget buyer.
S.B. 75.00

207



Great Britain and Commonwealth selection mostly
from the 1960s to 2003 in two cartons. Incorporates
hundreds and hundreds of mint stamps in full sets, singles,
and souvenir sheets nicely mounted and custom-organized
on quadrille pages in thirteen binders. Appears to be
mainly topical themes of Christmas, paintings, art, etc.
Includes eight binders for British America, two for the
Oceania, and one each for Cyprus, Europe, and Malta/
Ireland. Neat, clean, and popular.
S.B. 550.00

208



75th Anniversary 1949 UPU collection in a Lighthouse
binder and slipcase. Contains about 900 mint stamps in
full sets, singles, and souvenir sheets mounted nicely on
White Ace pages. Entails complete British colonies and
A-Y worldwide. Missing some better sets, singles, and
souvenir sheets but still respectable. Good foundation for
a super UPU collection.
S.B. 450.00

209

/

Africa, Trucial States, and Israel selection mostly
from the 1960s to 2003 in two cartons. Hundreds and
hundreds of mint and CTO stamps in full sets, singles,
and souvenir sheets nicely custom-organized on quadrille
pages in eleven binders. Looks like to be mainly topical
themes of paintings, art, etc. Consist of seven binders
from Africa, three from the Trucial States, and one from
Israel. Well worth your time to view.
S.B. 400.00

210

/

Ice Hockey and Winter Sports assortment from the
1950s to the 1990s in one carton. Involves roughly
400 #102 sale cards in ABC order cataloged and priced.
Mostly mint but some CTO in full sets and singles having
backup consisting of about half hockey from Albania to
Turks & Caicos and the other half Winter from Albania
to Yugoslavia. Also, includes a counter book of around
ninety pages sheetlets or souvenir sheets in mint or
CTO, a box of miscellaneous stamps, some covers, and
reference material of Philatelic Handbook of Hockey and
Philatelic Catalog of Ice Hockey. Ready for adding to your
topical collection or for resale.
S.B. 350.00

211



A lovely selection of never hinged F-VF or better
material. The topics covered are birds, art, aviation,
sports, famous people, and more. Inspect and enjoy this
desirable group.
S.B. 300.00

Please see additional lots throughout collection sections with interesting topical material.

204 // King George V 1935 Silver Jubilee complete mixed
mint and used hinged Omnibus and related issues stamp
collection. Also includes ninety-nine FDCs and commercial covers of which about 70% are Omnibus and 30%
are other related issues. Entire collection is in a binder
nicely mounted on homemade pages.
S.B. 2000.00
205
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Worldwide topical selection mainly from the 1960s to
2004 in three cartons. Contains hundreds and hundreds
of mint stamps in full sets, singles, and souvenir sheets
nicely custom-organized on quadrille pages in nineteen
binders. Includes paintings, arts, Red Cross, 2004 Athens
Olympics etc. Entails four binders involving Japan, East,
South Central Asia (ROC, PRC), three for the United
States, two for the 2004 Athens Olympics, and on each
UN, South America, worldwide for Japanese Paintings
by Hiroshige, Red Cross (France and former French
colonies) and six binders of miscellaneous worldwide, A
fun-filled topical lot.
S.B. 750.00
Western and Eastern Europe selection mostly from the
1960s to 2003 in three cartons. Encompasses hundreds and
hundreds of mainly mint stamps but a few CTO in full sets,
singles, and souvenir sheets nicely custom-organized on
quadrille pages in eighteen binders. Seems to be mainly
topical themes of Christmas, paintings, art, etc. Includes
two binders each for France, Czechoslovakia, Romania,
and Russia and one binder each for Iberian Peninsula,
Italy & Area, Scandinavia, Benelux, Poland, Yugoslavia,
Croatia/Bosnia, Albania, Bulgaria, and Czech Republic/
Slovakia, Please inspect and enjoy.
S.B. 750.00

212 /FDC Princess Diana collection/accumulation from the
1981 Royal Wedding and 1997 Memorial in two cartons. Comprises hundreds and hundreds of mint stamps
in full, partial sets, singles, souvenir sheets, booklets,
and FDCs having joyful backup. Appears to include
maybe complete or partial collections as well as collector extras. Needs a little reorganization to construct a
terrific Diana collection.
S.B. 200.00
ASIA
213



Modern stamps and souvenir sheets from at least
ten different Asian and south Asia countries in Vario
pages. Clean, post office fresh, mint VF/XF or better.
Indonesia, Hong Kong and Thailand are most of the
value, but also seldom seen Tajikistan, Uzbekistan,
Mongolia, Nepal, etc. Around 2200 items full of topical
material, marine, flora, maps, etc.
S.B. 750.00

BRITISH
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224
Outstanding Great Britain and colonies A-V stock from
the late 19th Century to the 1980s in three cartons. Tens
of thousands of mixed mint and used stamps having beneficial, profitable backup well-organized, cataloged and
priced by a knowledgeable owner. In roughly 25,000 small
size glassines in sixty-three small boxes. There are one to
no more than nine stamps per glassine. Originally set-up
for processing in APS circuit books. Coming along for the
ride is a banker box of mostly souvenir sheets. Lots of value
to be found. Well worth a careful look.
S.B. 7500.00
British colonies accumulation from the 1890s to the
1970s in eleven cartons. Contains thousands and thousands of mixed mint and used stamps in full, partial sets,
and singles having plenty of backup in eight Scott and one
Minkus sparsely filled albums to the 1970s in two cartons.
The remaining nine cartons are filled with #102 sale cards
having common issues mostly in singles or multiples.
Reorganization will turn into profits.
S.B. 900.00
Seven cartons of Great Britain and colonies selection
from the 1880s to the 2000s. Thousands and thousands
of mixed mint and used stamps in full, partial sets, and
singles having beneficial backup in stockbooks, binders, and albums. Runs the gambit from common issues
to interesting. Includes Canada, Hong Kong, Malaya,
India, as well as a super offering of African, Caribbean,
Oceania, and Asian colonies. Setup up for easy processing.
Worthy of your viewing.
S.B. 750.00
A wonderful group of British holdings in order of
value Ascension, B.I.O.T., Tristan Da Cunha, Seychelles,
Bermuda, and then St. Helena. Topical items are heavy
into marine life, birds, and ships. All the material is
never hinged F-VF or better. A very desirable group in
tip top condition.
S.B. 700.00
Eight different mini collections mostly mounted
on attractive homemade pages. Primarily 19th Century used. Ceylon and St. Helena standout.S.B. 700.00
Mounted collection of Cyprus and Malta on Scott
specialty pages with issues to 1955 1965, respectively.
All mint original gum (with a few used) and all different.
Wonderful collection to expand upon. S.B. 475.00
A better group of about five hundred mostly different, all photographed. Items are mostly from the Kings
periods and more used than mint. A wide range of British
colonies including Leeward Islands, New Hebrides, Hong
Kong, Dominica, Zanzibar, Jamaica, Newfoundland,
Ceylon, St. Helena, Seychelles and more. Well worth a
careful look.
S.B. 450.00
Mixed never hinged holding of many hundred sorted in
glassines. Strong in St. Vincent but overall, a wide variety
that looks like it was purchased as new issues. Good topical content. Well worthwhile to take a few moments to
view.
S.B. 400.00
Box of Great Britain and Australia in binders, as collected. A significant holding in GB booklets, with some
useful duplication.
S.B. 400.00
Stockbook with l.h. to O.G. collection of KG V Jubilee series. Includes the non-Common Design versions
(missing Egypt). Otherwise looks complete. F to VF.
Pictures taken of all pages.
S.B. 300.00

/
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Three boxes with seven albums and 3 smaller boxes of
glassines and loose pages of British Colonies worldwide.
Most start in mid-1930’s. Decent Australia and states.
Thumb through for fun.
S.B. 300.00

BRITISH AFRICA
225
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Mounted collection of a few thousand different on
Scott specialty pages to the mid-1980s in some cases.
All mint original gum with many complete sets. Includes
about thirty countries with best being (as they come);
Bechuanaland, British East Africa, Mauritius, Nigeria,
Nyasaland Protectorate, Sierra Leone, South West Africa,
Sudan, Tanganyika, Transvaal and Trista De Cunha.
Wonderfully fresh and clean with a few used slipped in.
Overall, a beautiful collection.
S.B. 3000.00
Over a dozen countries represented in this collection
of around 1100 modern stamps and souvenir sheets
from independent British Africa. These are all post office fresh, mint NH items in pristine XF condition. All
have been organized neatly on new Vario pages. Overall,
Ghana, Zambia, Botswana and Lesotho are largest holdings. Lots of topical material, birds, marine, butterflies,
etc.
S.B. 1000.00

BRITISH AMERICA
227
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/

New World Feast. Collection of many hundred different mint o.g. stamps to about 1980. Singles and
sets. Mounted on Scott specialty pages. Scattered in the
nineteenth century, then very complete. Includes over
twenty countries, all south of the U.S. Noteworthy are
Antigua, Bahamas, Barbados, British Guiana, Jamaica,
Leeward Islands, Trinidad, and Turks and Caicos Islands.
S.B. 2900.00
British America collection in two sparkling Scott
Specialty albums with issues from the 1870s to 1970.
Hundreds and hundreds of mainly mint but also some
used in full, partial sets, and singles nicely mounted.
Terrific start to building a collection from a popular collecting area. Do not let it slip away.
S.B. 1500.00

BRITISH CARIBBEAN
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British Caribbean country collections roughly from
1948 to 1982 in two cartons. Thousands of mostly mint but
also some used in full, partial sets, singles, and souvenir
sheets. Consist of five Scott albums containing Antigua,
Barbuda, Grenada, Grenada-Grenadines, and St. Vincent
& the Grenadines. Likewise includes twenty A-V collections on Scott pages in plastic sleeves including Anguilla,
Barbados, Jamaica, Newfoundland (1880s-1944), TurksCaicos and Virgin Islands to name a few. Recent catalog
value completed by a knowledgeable person aid in your
calculation for a bid.
S.B. 2500.00
Attractive collection of around 4000 modern stamps
in sets and souvenir sheets from over ten former British
colonies. Strongest are Belize, Cayman Islands, Guyana,
Montserrat, Nevis, Turks and Caicos, but also Jamaica,
St. Kitts, etc. Chock full of great topical interest; marine,
land flora and fauna, ships, maps, etc. All right out of the
packaging and placed in clean Vario pages, Mint, NH,
VF+. Post office fresh.
S.B. 1700.00
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231

/

Jamaica to Turks and Caicos selection mainly from
the 1870s to 1940s in a small box. Approximately sixty
#102 cards having mixed mint and used stamps in partial
sets, singles, and singles from sets. Already identified
and cataloged using 2017 Scott which should be only
used as a guide. Classics need to be examined as some
have condition concerns. Embodies British colonies,
St Pierre-Miquelon, Japan, Turkey, Switzerland, etc.
Needs evaluation to arrive with a comfortable number.
S.B. 700.00

BRITISH EUROPE
232



A lovely selection of British material that is mostly
Channel Islands, and Gibraltar (no Great Britain). The
material is never hinged F-VF or better with topical emphasis on birds, insects, and other wildlife. A nice clean
group to inspect and enjoy.
S.B. 500.00

BRITISH MIDDLE EAST
233



Collection of several hundred different mint original gum
mounted on homemade pages. Comprised of seven different countries with Aden and Bahrain the most valuable. A
clean and fresh group worth your time.
S.B. 600.00

BRITISH OCEANIA
234

235





Large collection of around 6500 modern stamps and
souvenir sheets from various independent British Oceania
colonies including Fiji, New Zealand, Penryn Is, Pitcairn
Island, Samoa, Vanuatu, etc. This large holding is all
post office fresh, mint, NH, and XF. Placed in new Vario
pages by the collector with any eye for topical interest.
Something for everyone; birds, insects, marine life, flora,
maps, ships, etc. Hard to duplicate.
S.B. 1900.00
Mounted collection of mint on Scott specialty
pages with issues mainly to the late 1970s. Includes a
dozen countries. An appealingly fresh collection with
a few used slipping in. Delightful collection to continue and expand.
S.B. 1800.00

238



Interesting modern collection of around 3000 stamps
and souvenir sheets from Eastern European states.
Albania, Bulgaria, Romania and Russia are well represented, but also Poland, Hungary, Belarus, Ukraine, etc.
All modern post office fresh items placed in new Vario
stock pages and are fresh out of the packaging mint NH
and VF+. Lots of topical material, minerals, mushrooms,
birds, flora and fauna of all kinds. Difficult to duplicate.
S.B. 650.00

239

/

Mounted collection on Minkus pages into the mid1960s. Includes in approximate order of value; Romania,
Bulgaria, and Czechoslovakia with useful duplication. A
good start to a Eastern Europe collection. Take the time
for a careful inspection.
S.B. 550.00

INDEPENDENT AFRICA
240



LATIN AMERICA
241



Outstanding group of never hinged F-VF or better issues with Argentina and Nicaragua comprising
half the value with a strong Brazil presence. Great
topical content such as marine life, butterflies, birds,
and other wildlife. Topical collector, this is one you will
definitely want to view.
S.B. 550.00

242

/

Four country collections in order of value; Guatemala,
Cuba, Nicaragua, and a little Mexico. Strength is in the
early periods. Cuba has the largest representation with
desirable duplication. A good start to a Latin American
collection. Inspect and enjoy.
S.B. 350.00

243



Latin American Spice. A 32-page luxury stockbook loaded with mint singles, sets, and souvenir sheets from Argentina and Columbia, nineteenth century to 1990s. Usefully
organized and arranged. Over 2,000 stamps, with light duplication. Just take a look. Ay, caramba!
S.B. 190.00

BRITISH SOUTH ATLANTIC
236



British South Atlantic mint country collections consisting of Falkland Islands & Dependencies from 1948-1960
and South Georgia 1963-1979 on Scott pages in a pizza
size box. Appears mostly complete for period having full
sets, singles, and souvenir sheets. Recent catalog value
completed by a knowledgeable person. S.B. 250.00

MIDDLE EAST
244



A wonderful selection for the topical collector. Marine
life, butterflies, birds, mushrooms, and other wildlife is
included. All stamps are never hinged F-VF or better.
Turkey is the most valuable of the group. Take the time
to inspect this lot.
S.B. 325.00

245

/

An accumulation of Iran, Iraq and Israel with some earlier issues. This group needs to be investigated for the desirable items. Worth your time to view.
S.B. 180.00

EASTERN EUROPE
237

/
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Mostly never hinged sets and souvenir sheets mixed up
in a bankers box with a good amount of meaty material
throughout. A hard lot to figure so make time to view it
thoroughly.
S.B. 1000.00

Two Scott albums with several different independent
countries. Other than Liberia, all from the 1960’s and
‘70’s. Stronger countries include Burundi, Congo, Liberia, Malawi, Ruanda, Togo, etc.
S.B. 150.00

RASDALE STAMP COMPANY

SCANDINAVIA

ANTIGUA AND BARBUDA

246

253

247

248

249

/



/



Three Scott Specialty albums for Sweden, Norway
and Finland, and a fourth contains Denmark and Iceland.
Additionally, there is representation from Danish West Indies, Aaland, and Karelia. Each album has higher catalog
highlights such as (used) Sweden 197-211, 213-227; Norway 2-5; Denmark 82, 135, 181-191; and Iceland (mixed
mint and used) 152-166 and O53-67 and much, much
more. Condition is mostly F-VF or better but, stamps
are affixed with a mixture of hinges, mounts and tape
(archival?). With care, the tape is easily removed from
stamps mounted using it and we saw no detrimental effect
to either stamps or album pages. However, it is probably
prudent to remount those stamps with a more philatelically
friendly method. See the extensive photos for further
enticement. A very solid lot.
S.B. 1200.00
A wonderful group of never hinged F-VF or better with
Faroe Islands and Iceland having the most value. Other
strong areas include Finland, and all are fresh. Topical collectors will appreciate the marine, birds, and wildlife areas.
Lighter populated areas are maps, lighthouses, and flora.
Worth the time to inspect and enjoy.
S.B. 650.00
Two mounted collections. A wide selection of Finland
with strength in the semi postals and many mint sets and
useful duplicates. There are two pages of early Sweden
which is a valuable part of this group. Pickings throughout
and worth viewing.
S.B. 375.00
Greenland and Faroe Islands clean collections in
three Lindner hingeless albums and slipcases in one
carton. Greenland from 1938-2000 is sparsely populated
running out of steam in the 1980s. Faroes Islands from
1975-2016 contains several hundred mint stamps in full,
partial sets, singles, and souvenir sheets. Original cost of
the albums exceeds our suggested bid.
S.B. 350.00



ARGENTINA
254

/



An attractive selection of never hinged F-VF or better material. Topical collectors will find an emphasis on
marine life appealing though other areas are present. A
terrific lot that could be sold set by set. S.B. 300.00

WESTERN EUROPE
251



A wonderful group strong in Austria, Belgium, Liechtenstein, and especially Monaco. Other countries are
represented, and all are never hinged F-VF or better. Topical collectors will enjoy the variety of subject matter. Take
your time viewing this lot and enjoy it.
S.B. 650.00

ANGOLA
252

/

Angola, 1870-1967. Almost complete collection of this
colony’s stamps for the time period, including strong
BOB. Neatly hinged onto Scott specialty pages. Over 600
stamps in singles and sets. Admirable condition. Missing
a few stamps, some common and some more elusive. Excellent base for a specialized collection.
S.B. 425.00

Fairly advanced collection of a couple thousand mint
and used from 1873 through the mid 1950’s on two
post quadrille pages. Includes Liberty seated set used,
San Martin sets used with good high values, #452 sheet
of four, 467, 468, 583, first air set, etc. Portions of the
collection duplicated mint and used with a few cancels
worthy of attention. Couple thousand stamps overall.
S.B. 500.00

ASCENSION
255



An apparent complete collection to mid-1980s. All mint
original gum mounted on official Scott pages. Delightful
collection to further expand.
S.B. 375.00

AUSTRALIA
256



257

/

SOUTHEAST ASIA
250

Caribbean Topical Paradise. Hundreds and hundreds
of colorful, contemporary singles, sets, souvenir sheets,
and miniature sheets from Antigua, Barbuda, and Antigua
and Barbuda. Wide variety of topical depictions. Includes
strong representation of flora and fauna, ships, maps,
athletics, etc. Everything NH, F-VF or better. Carefully
mounted on fifty-three double-sided Vario sheets, one clear
protective sheet, and nine dealer cards.
S.B. 400.00

Topicals from Down Under. Hundreds and hundreds
of colorful, contemporary singles, sets, souvenir sheets,
self-adhesive booklet stamps, and miniature sheets, with
a wide variety of topical depictions. Includes strong representation of flora and fauna, famous people, transportation, pop culture, etc. Everything NH, F-VF or better.
Carefully mounted on thirty-eight double-sided Vario
sheets and twelve dealer cards.
S.B. 325.00
A comprehensive group going to the early 2000s
on Scott vintage pages. Some good duplication on the
earlies and turning to mint in the early 1990s. This is
a useful group so take a look, you will not be disappointed.
S.B. 270.00

AUSTRALIA AND AREAS
258

/

A pair of Scott Specialty albums – one of which covers
Australia and the other the States and Dependencies. The first is the more valuable with Roos, George
V Heads and early commemoratives mostly used. From
Scott 180 to 1300, the collection is almost entirely mint
in mounts and apparently complete. Airs, useful dues,
officials and Antarctic Territory round out the album.
The Dependencies album is less well filled but has useful
Christmas Island, Cocos, and Papua but not much Australian States. Stamps are affixed in both with a mixture
of hinges, mounts and tape (archival?). With care, the
tape is easily removed from stamps mounted using it and
we saw no detrimental effect to either stamps or album
pages. However, it is probably prudent to remount those
stamps with a more philatelically friendly method. All
told, a nice lot with better items and a significant face
count.
S.B. 500.00
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AUSTRALIA AND STATES
259



All mint collection to the 1980s mounted on Scott
specialty pages. Complete from the mid-1940s on for the
regular issues. Australia itself has by far the most value.
Tasmania and Victoria are the most valuable of the states.
A few used slipped in. A very desirable collection awaiting
a first-class album.
S.B. 1000.00

268

/

AZORES
269

/

AUSTRALIA DEPENDENCIES
260



Includes dozens of colonies and very complete from the
mid-1940s on with (as they come) NWPI, Norfolk Island,
Cook Island, Niue, and Christmas Islands the most notable.
Mounted on Scott specialty pages to the mid-1980s with a
few used slipped in. A desirable group for the British collector or some one new to this area.
S.B. 900.00

/

A wonderful starter collection with some duplication. Informative notes throughout including those on
expertly identified forgeries. New collector or specialist
take time to look at this group.
S.B. 350.00

270



A collection of all different never hinged sets
from 1987 to 1999. All items have been photographed.
Cat. 470.00

271



Colorful, Spicy Bahamian Topicals. Hundreds of colorful, contemporary singles, sets, souvenir sheets, and
miniature sheets, with a wide variety of topical depictions.
Includes strong representation of royalty, flora and fauna,
beach scenes, Caribbean history, etc. Everything NH, FVF or better. Carefully mounted on fourteen double-sided
Vario sheets and three dealer cards.
S.B. 300.00

AUSTRIA
262 // Austria postwar with all the spaces filled and then some.
Includes official and unofficial Hitler overprints, birds,
and a set of Renner’s. Most are mint never hinged and
have cancelled or covers on opposing pages. Most mint
stamps are never hinged, and some have good duplication.
Inspect and enjoy this lovely lot.
S.B. 1500.00
263

Austrian Classics and Later. Used singles and sets
carefully hinged onto clean specialty pages, 1850-2002,
with a gap in the 1940s and 1950s. Includes respectable
representation of BOB. Thousands of F-VF stamps. Enticing intermediate holding. Noteworthy foundation for immediate continuation and refinement.
S.B. 600.00
264 / A lovely classic Austria collection in a Lighthouse album going to around 1925 and including back of the book.
This above average group should receive much attention.
Take the time to inspect this material.
S.B. 400.00
265 / Austria selection from 1863 to 1916 in a pizza
size box. Contains around 140 used stamps having
a variety of denominations, Prague cancels and fifty
commercial covers, postal stationery, and postcards to
tell the story on roughly twenty-five exhibit type twosided pages. Good foundation to building an exhibit
finding some additional material.
S.B. 260.00
266 / Assembly of stockbooks and a few album pages with
Levant material and some mid-century Austria. Also some
Yugoslavia forerunners.
S.B. 150.00

BELGIAN CONGO AND RUANDA URUNDI
272

/

/
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Austria 1850 to about 2000 in a pristine Specialty
album and slipcase. Earlies hinged and used with some
attractive cancels, mint B110, C54-C60. Postage 1946 on
mostly MNH. BOB MNH includes B57-B65. Lombardy,
Bosnia, Romania, Italy occupations represented, as well
as topicals-birds, costumes, etc.
S.B. 500.00

Davo album with mostly mint collection of hundreds,
has Belgian Congo London sheets with selvage, Molini
River sheetlet. Nice collection.
S.B. 500.00

BELGIUM
273



Belgium. All-used collection, 1849-1940. Slightly
picked over. Includes hundreds of singles, short sets,
and complete sets. Hinged onto Vintage Reproduction
Pages. Mixed condition, but mainly F-VF. Winning representation of BOB. Useful selection.
S.B. 400.00

BELGIUM AND COLONIES
274

/

AUSTRIA AND OFFICES
267

Azores, 1868-1930. Powerful collection of this colony’s
stamps, including strong BOB. Neatly hinged onto Scott
specialty pages. Over 350 stamps in singles and sets. Excellent condition. Missing only the most elusive stamps.
Impressive and tempting.
S.B. 550.00

BAHAMAS

AUSTRALIAN STATES
261

Collection of many hundred mounted on Minkus pages
with issues to the early 1970s. The last third or so will
entice the specialist with office and military issues. Well
worth a careful view.
S.B. 250.00

A Scott Specialty album to 1969 housing a solid Belgium
and Colonies collection. A number of highlights are present including (mint) Belgium 172-184, 435-445, B69-83,
B106, B514, Belgian Congo 187-206, B12-20, B26 and
much more. Stamps are affixed with a mixture of hinges,
mounts and tape (archival?). With care, the tape is easily
removed from stamps mounted using it and we saw no detrimental effect to either stamps or album pages. However,
it is probably prudent to remount those stamps with a more
philatelically friendly method. A solid and useful collection in a well-cared for album.
S.B. 450.00

BERMUDA
275



Collection of mint original gum all different mounted
on Scott specialty pages to 1981. Twentieth century is
mostly complete. A clean and fresh group looking for a
new home.
S.B. 325.00

BHUTAN

285



276 // Seldom seen assembly of covers and around 100
+ stamps, imperfs, Souvenir sheets, etc., including
#91Cm, #91Gn, #91Ko, etc. Give this one a good
look.
S.B. 100.00

286



287

/

288

/

289



290

/

291

/

292

/

293

/

294

()

BOSNIA AND HERZEGOVENIA
277

/

Mix of mint and used Bosnia on album pages, stock
cards and stockbooks. Usual sets and singles, plus
postage due compounds, several attractive covers, and
a assembly of postmarks on piece or on stamps from
all over Bosnia and Herzegovina. Worth investigating.
S.B. 300.00

BRAZIL
278

279

280

/





Brazil better stock assortment from 1860 to 1995 in
one carton. Thousands and thousands of mint and used
stamps having enormous, beneficial backup in full,
partial sets, singles, and souvenir sheets organized in
chronological order in three protruding binders and one
stockbook. Wonderful for searching for cancellations,
color or other varieties. Owner’s older catalog value
of well over $28,000. Profit potential for someone who
lists on the internet or could be a specialist’s paradise.
From an often-forgotten country. Well worth your time
to view.
S.B. 1500.00
Nineteenth century collection mounted on attractive homemade pages and hand picked for cancels,
mostly Dom Pedro issues. There are images of all
stamps. Make time to look at this wonderful selection.
S.B. 700.00
Used collection of several hundred 1843 to 1940 on
album pages. Loaded with better numeral issues including a nice four margin copy of #40, definitive sets,
and airs. Also, some 1930’s era used multiples, with
cancels. Includes selection of Varig issues. Better than
normally seen, look it over.
S.B. 400.00

BURUNDI
281



Beautiful never hinged sets and singles that will be good
for lists. Some duplication exists in this clean and fresh lot.
Worth the few minutes needed to view.
S.B. 375.00

CAMBODIA
282

/

Cambodia mainly 1950’s to mid-1960’s. Duplication and quantity in some. Mostly NH. Unusual and
popular Asia.
S.B. 250.00

CANADA
283

/

284

/

Five Large Queen issues. Includes 22, 23a, 27, 28a x2.
Mixed condition.
Cat. 5700.00
A wonderful collection in Lindner albums with the
mint stamps, beginning with the small queens, stacked
on top of the cancelled. Starting in the 1920s it is mostly
complete to 1993. Back of the book has desirable items
stacked as in earlier issues. This is a good collection for
a beginner to build upon.
S.B. 1500.00

RASDALE STAMP COMPANY

Collection to 1950 including a large amount of good
duplication. A specialist can investigate for color variations and interesting cancellations. There is also back
of the book material to view. This is a great start to a
Canada collection. Inspect and enjoy.
S.B. 1500.00
A collection of over forty different mounted on attractive homemade pages. Runs from a #1 to the end of
the large Queen issues. A beautiful selection with some
interesting numeric cancellations. Well worth a careful
view.
S.B. 1200.00
Mounted collection of over one thousand different on
Scott specialty pages to the mid-1980s. Mostly complete
from 1900 on. A wonderful collection to build upon. This
is well worth your time to view.
S.B. 1100.00
A group of seventeen classic issues. Includes both mint
and used in varied conditions. Canada specialists, check
these out, it will be worth your time.
S.B. 800.00
Canada collection from 1897 to 1988 in two Lighthouse
hingeless albums and slipcases in a banker box. Includes
Jubilees six and ten cents, some Admirals to one dollar,
Bluenose and from 1949 to end basically complete having some tagged varieties. Contains no back of the book
except later issues. Spot checking appears most NH. Super
start to a nice Canadian collection.
S.B. 500.00
Large well filled stock book, four three ring binders and some loose pages in a pizza box covering
Canada from Small Queens to modern. Significant small
queens study on the pages, fun to check for varieties.
Stock book and binders include a Bluenose, and large
number of imprint multiples and blocks, including a
positional corner block of #321.
S.B. 500.00
Crammed carton of modernish mint material. Heavy
in high mint face stamps and gobs of booklets. Huge face
value.
S.B. 500.00
Gibbons album with scattered classics used incl #1,
large and small Queens, Jubilees to $2 mint or used,
1897 on virtually complete. From 1950, mostly mint.
Also, BOB 19th century mixed condition, 20th century generally F to VF.
S.B. 300.00
King GVI and QEII collection on pages to 1953. Strong
on KGVI booklet panes, also 1939 Visit in plate blocks.
War Issue, Coils, including jump strips, precancels, etc.
FVF.
S.B. 150.00
Group of fifty mostly different tobacco revenues.
Condition better than average for these.
S.B. 100.00

CANADA AND PROVINCES
295

/

296

/

297

/

A wonderful collection in two White Ace albums plus a
stockbook of Newfoundland issues. Much of the material
is never hinged including $1 Admiral, $1 and $4 Jubilee.
The $5 Jubilee is also never hinged but creased. This collection is definitely worth viewing.
S.B. 1500.00
Many partial collections on album pages in binders and
loose. Thousands of stamps going into the 1980s. Better
earlies and back of the book, also with some covers. Condition is mixed on earlies as expected but still some wonderful material. New Lighthouse album for Newfoundland and
the provinces. Worth your time to view. S.B. 1250.00
Two albums and a small Pizza box with mostly modern
but some earlies. Penny Post 1898 issue, etc. One album
with attractive Newfoundland material, the other with
some postal stationary and Postal Cards.
S.B. 450.00
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CAPE OF GOOD HOPE
298



299

/

300

/

301



/

Triangles Galore. Noteworthy lot of Cape of Good
Hope triangle issues from 1853-1864. Includes genuine
material, reprints, and forgeries, as well as a few covers.
Some items have official certificates; many stamps will
require an expert’s eye for full evaluation. Condition,
color, image sharpness, etc. vary. Area experts, show your
mettle.
S.B. 750.00
Cape of Good Hope. Approximately eighty classics
hinged onto Vintage Reproduction Pages. Some duplication. Mixed condition, but mainly F-VF. Photos show
entire lot.
S.B. 400.00

Cape Verde, 1877-1968. Almost complete collection
of this colony’s stamps for the time period, including BOB. Neatly hinged onto Scott specialty pages.
Around 400 stamps in singles and sets. Excellent condition. Missing only the most elusive stamps. Clean and
fresh.
S.B. 270.00

CAYMAN ISLANDS
303





China’s Topical Beauty. Hundreds and hundreds of
colorful, contemporary singles, sets, souvenir sheets, and
miniature sheets, with a wide variety of topical depictions. Contains strong representation of flora and fauna,
regional customs and traditions, athletics, famous persons,
industry, etc. Everything NH, F-VF or better. Carefully
mounted on over forty double-sided Vario sheets and
seventeen dealer cards. Includes PRC (about 90% of the
value) and ROC.
S.B. 700.00

308

/

309

/

310

/

A grouping of China in a banker box. Two collections
and duplicates are housed in 3 schoolboy binders. The
best begins with Imperial small dragons and a couple
Dowagers and then runs through Japanese occupation issues plus a few covers included. The second is less well
filled and runs from the coiling dragons to ROC in the
1960’s. The third binder is hundreds of duplicates just
waiting to be explored for cancels, etc. Also included is
a pizza-type box with more modern ROC and some PRC
which increases the interest in this lot. Finally, there is a
plastic container with of little consequence. A neat lot to
explore.
S.B. 400.00
Mostly occupation issues but others included. China
specialists take note of this holding. Well worth a careful
look.
S.B. 270.00
Nine early mostly used stamps in mixed condition.
S.B. 200.00

Cape of Good Hope seventy-eight used triangles. Good
variety. Specialists take note.
Owner’s Cat. 18450.00
Collection of over 150 including over 100 triangulars
mounted on attractive homemade pages. Condition is
a bit above average than what is normally seen. Huge
catalog total. Well worth a careful view by the specialist.
S.B. 3000.00

CAPE VERDE
302

307

Collection of all different mint original gum on Scott
specialty pages starting in 1908 and continuing to 1981.
Complete from 1921 to the end. A fresh and clean group
that deserves thoughtful consideration. Take time to
view.
S.B. 325.00

PEOPLES REPUBLIC OF CHINA
311

/

312

/

313



CEYLON
304

305





Among Ceylon’s Finest. Collection of fifty-six mint
earlies, 1867-1899. F-VF, neatly hinged onto old album
pages. Photos show entire lot.
S.B. 375.00
Land of Tea and Spices. Few hundred classics and modern stamps from Ceylon, 1857-1938 and 1959-1972. All
used, most F-VF. Neatly hinged onto Vintage Reproduction Pages. Includes singles, short sets, and complete sets.
Some stamps might require an expert’s eye for full evaluation. Inspection is recommended.
S.B. 220.00

COMORO ISLANDS
314



CHINA
306
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Chinese Buffet. Useful foundation for would-be area
enthusiast. Contains some material from the late nineteenth and early twentieth centuries to the late 1930s,
skips coverage 1940-1959, and then picks up again 1959 to
1997. Thousands of CTOs and postally used stamps, neatly
hinged onto Vintage Reproduction Pages, featuring many
singles, short sets, and complete sets. Engaging representation of Republic of China and People’s Republic of China.
Loads of fun for the right person.
S.B. 1100.00

Peoples Republic of China collection on loose album
pages and a large format album with thick stock pages.
Value in the loose pages, several sets from PRC and North
China. For sure better material.
S.B. 6000.00
PRC collection hinged on homemade pages. Begins
with Manchukuo and Manchukuo overprinted locals,
progresses on to ‘Liberated Areas’, and then to PRC
itself. Along the way there are a few pages of partial
sheets, revenues and more. Pre-1970 PRC is mostly
used or reprints. Stamps end in 1975 with over $3375
catalog in mint sets from 1970-1975. Only moderately
complete but a pleasing cross section of PRC with the
potential for surprises.
S.B. 750.00
A lovely collection of over one hundred different in a
small attractive stockbook from the early to mid-1970s.
Many nice sets and worth a good look.
S.B. 375.00

Comoro Islands Topical Treasure. Hundreds of colorful, contemporary singles, sets, and souvenir sheets,
with a wide variety of topical depictions. Includes strong
representation of watercraft, animals, fish, maps, sea creatures, mushrooms, seashells, and famous persons. Everything NH, F-VF or better. Carefully mounted on approximately forty double-sided Vario sheets.
S.B. 350.00

COOK ISLANDS
315



Around 500 mint modern NH stamps and souvenir
sheets from Cook Islands. Loads of topical material
throughout, marine life, flora, fauna, ships, etc. Not easy
to duplicate in this area.
S.B. 350.00

316

/

Outstanding collection that is weak in the earlies but
strong in the twentieth century ending around 1958.
Spot check shows most never hinged. Also has early
postal stationery. If you are interested in beginning a
pre revolution Cuba collection this will be a great start.
Inspect and enjoy.
S.B. 500.00

317

/

318



Espresso, Cigars, and Stamps. Almost complete,
mostly mint collection of Cuban stamps, 1855-1961.
Hinged onto clean Palo pages, with an expensive binder
and dust case. Beware: Some stamps are stuck slightly
to the pages and will require gentle, knowledgeable attention. Strong representation of classic issues. Worth
examination.
S.B. 350.00
A collection mounted on Scott Vintage pages. Well
populated from beginning to early 1960s. There are also
back of the book items. Take time to look at this holding
and enjoy.
S.B. 270.00

325

/

/

320



321

/

326



/

327



Two Scott specialty albums of mostly mint 1918-1896
wth pages for more. Better condition than normally seen,
and collector added compound and private perfs, se-tenant
labels, souvenir cards and sheets, etc. Will spice up your
collection.
S.B. 450.00

FRANCE
328

/

A wonderful selection of early material going to 1938
on Scott Vintage pages. Also included are the forerunners
(unlisted in Scott) to the regular issues. There is also good
back of the book, especially semi-postals. A wonderful collection to complete. Take time to view.
S.B. 350.00
A mix of modern and mid century Czech material in
plastic envelopes, stockbooks, and cards. Some is ready
to go to your table for resale, some for poking through
for goodies.
S.B. 150.00

329

/

330

/

331

/

332



333

/

KABE album with 1930 to 1939 Danzig Collection
reasonably complete and with better airs and postage
dues. Not checked for cancels or varieties. Mostly FVF.
S.B. 200.00

DOMINICA
323



Topicals from Dominica. Hundreds and hundreds
of colorful, contemporary singles, sets, souvenir
sheets, and miniature sheets, with a wide variety of
topical depictions. Includes strong representation of
flora and fauna, seashells, regional customs and traditions, etc. Everything NH, F-VF or better. Carefully
mounted on thirty-eight double-sided Vario sheets and
six dealer cards.
S.B. 300.00

EGYPT
324

/

A better stock, mostly never hinged in a stockbook
and on stockpages. Includes 450 double overprints
mostly in multiples. This clean and fresh group is to be
inspected and enjoyed.
S.B. 1000.00

Mounted collection of all different mint original
gum starting in 1891 and running to the late 1980s
on Scott specialty pages. Complete from 1933 to
the end including the Dependencies. Nice quality and worth a close look.
S.B. 1000.00

FINLAND

DANZIG
322

An attractive, well populated collection to 1965 strong
in earlies. Additional pages of duplicates have many
interesting overprints and handstamps. A specialist or
wannabe will find this group remarkably interesting.
Worth a careful look.
S.B. 270.00

FALKLAND ISLANDS

CZECHOSLOVAKIA
319

RASDALE STAMP COMPANY

ETHIOPIA

CUBA

Early desirable group on an attractive homemade
page. A few items have only a few teeth missing. All
in all, a beautiful selection. Well worth your time to
view.
S.B. 325.00

An extensive used accumulation in three stockbooks.
Many of the earlies have interesting cancellations and there
are some back of the book items. Needs careful examination to come up with the right number.
Cat. 12500.00
Collection of mostly used classic 19th century
issues mounted on quality home made pages. Several carefully selected cancel examples, 1854 2c
Napoleon shade study, covers, and a great set of
Peace and Commerce gutter pairs. Has to be huge
catalog value. Nice collection.
S.B. 9000.00
Back of the Book collection 1914 to 1940 on attractive
home made pages. Overall several hundred with used
earlies, mint from 1936, and some mint/used duplication. Several blocks of four. Includes some dues and
a stock page both sides of Parcel Post. About half the
value is in the semi postals.
S.B. 1900.00
Collection of over 90 different 19th century issues
mounted on five attractive homemade pages. All but # 49
are used. Everything is fresh which makes it a desirable
holding. Take time to inspect and enjoy. S.B. 1800.00
Two old stockbooks filled with thousands of used
stamps. The classic period would make for hours of
good cancel hunting. Huge catalog total. Nicely set up
for easy processing. Well worth a view. S.B. 1300.00
Collection of 20th century regular issues to 1941 and
commemoratives mounted on attractive homemade pages.
Includes several hundred with a bit of duplication mostly
as mint/used or as blocks. Varieties are present as are color
shades. This wonderful lot will draw a great deal of attention. Well worth your time to view.
S.B. 1100.00

FRENCH OFFICES
334

/

French Offices in China and various Middle East on
attractive home made pages. Mint and used mix, including
a nice used China Offices #12A.
S.B. 800.00
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FRANCE AND COLONIES
335

336

/

/

337



338



Interesting France collection 95% used from 1900 to
2000. Collector picked out some nice cancels mounted
on the page margins. Well filled French Colonies General
Issues. China Offices a bit sparse, but mideast areas and
Turkish offices, Zanzibar well represented. Nice holding.
S.B. 500.00
Specialty album with lots of highlights; C14 used, C15
used, C16-17 used, 198-201, Nice looking #246, also a
great selection of French India. Take some time to go
through this album.
S.B. 500.00
Elegance and Sophistication. Accumulation of Frencharea imperfs. Includes 260 from France and over 60 from
various colonies, etc. Focus on 1952-1982. Good topical
content. Mounted on hingeless protective pages and placed
in an expensive binder, with slipcase.
S.B. 375.00
Hard to duplicate collection of around 2500 stamps
and souvenir sheets of France and former French colonies
from Afars and Issas to Wallis and Futuna. All are mint
NH, VF+ and placed from the post office packaging right
into new Vario pages. Gabon, Guinea, Burkina Faso and
Central African Republic are biggest players, but lots more
from at least a dozen other countries in here. Lots to like
and some not often seen.
S.B. 1900.00

345

/

A clean group from the mid-twentieth century. Much
duplication and great for dealer’s lists. Make time to view
this group.
S.B. 475.00

346

/

Germany accumulation most in glassines, almost a cubic
foot of them, with some dealer cards mixed in, early to modern,
many NH. A lot to keep you prospecting. S.B. 400.00

GERMANY AND AREA
347



348

/

349

/

350

/

FRENCH COLONIES
339

340



/

Collection of about eighty stamps mounted on attractive
homemade pages mostly with nice cancels. A good-looking group worthy of close inspection.
S.B. 475.00
Uncommon French Moroccan Assortment. Collection of locals and Cherifian Posts, all material issued between 1891 and 1913. Includes over
fifty mostly different stamps and one cover. Mixed
condition. Mounted on twelve attractive homemade
pages. Scans show selected highlights.
S.B. 150.00

GAMBIA
341

342





Modern souvenir sheets and stamps on Vario stock
pages in mint NH VF+ condition. Topical collectors
should look, mushrooms, flora, fauna, marine life, etc.
Around 280 items.
S.B. 450.00
Collection of all mint mounted on Scott specialty pages
with issues to mid-1960s. Fresh, clean, and mostly complete. You will enjoy looking at this one. S.B. 375.00

GERMANY
343

344
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A wonderful truly advanced collection of mint hinged
Second Empire and Third Reich of German Zusammendruck (ZSD) se-tenant, gutters, and tete-beche. Beginning in 1930 and continuing to 1945. Includes Wagner’s,
Olympics, Costumes. Professionals plus Frederic the
Great are present. Owner says current value is six thousand euros. A beautiful selection well worth your time to
view.
S.B. 1200.00
Nine stock books of modern used Germany with some
duplication. Generally 1970’s to 2000’s. Good selection
of modern used to fill your gaps.
S.B. 600.00

Outstanding German Collection. Impressive all-used
holding of stamps in Scott International binder, 18722000s. Missing most pages and material for 1940s-1950s.
Thousands of singles, sets, and souvenir sheets carefully
hinged onto a variety of specialty pages for Empire,
Third Reich, West Germany, East Germany, Offices,
and more. Stamps are F-VF, chosen for cancel quality;
many of the items are expertized. Includes oodles of
BOB and an array of small cancel studies. Plenty of
room for expansion. Huge catalog value, offered at a low
reserve.
S.B. 1600.00
Cornucopia of German Philatelic Pleasures. Thousands
and thousands of mint and used singles and sets housed
in sixteen stockbooks of varying sizes, nineteenth century
to 1970s and 1980s. Fairly well sorted. Most periods
represented, including some material from German states,
Saar, Danzig, German Empire, the immediate post-WWII
era, Berlin, and West/East Germany. Condition appears
to be F-VF. Some items might require an expert’s eye for
full evaluation. Huge catalog value.
S.B. 1100.00
Closet and shelf cleaning of all areas and eras of German philately in 5 cartons from an avid accumulator.
Includes 12 binders or albums of various manufacturers
filled to varying degrees housing collections of Germany,
the colonies, DDR, Danzig, Saar, specialized AMG and
so on. At least a few of these could stand on their own
and some are in good enough shape to reuse the album.
One carton is devoted to a 6 volume DDR collection in
expensive Lindner hingeless albums. Another carton has
8 binders of erstangblatts. There is a mint sheet file with
interesting items, a couple pizza-type boxes with loose
items that merit a good look, and more. There’s a lot here
with which to work.
S.B. 1000.00
About twenty souvenir sheets some with desirable
cancellations plus a couple covers and 102 cards. High
catalog value with some mixed condition. Viewing recommended.
S.B. 900.00

GERMANY AND STATES
351

/

German and Bavaria assortment 1870 to the 1980s in
one carton. Embraces thousands and thousands of mint and
used stamps having useful backup organized in chronological order in four binders. Perfect for searching for cancellations, color, perforations or other varieties. Recommended
inspection for the Germanic aficionado.
S.B. 850.00

352



A small selection of early stamps from many of the
German states as well as Germany. There is also a small
group of early officials (see images). This is a chance to
pick up some classics for your collection. Take time to
view this group.
S.B. 450.00

RASDALE STAMP COMPANY

GERMANY AND DDR

GREAT BRITAIN

353

360



Great Britain mostly Queen Victoria assortment
organized nicely in a stockbook. Around one thousand
used stamps having an owner’s knowledgeable catalog
value of $101,800. Super for searching for number,
cancellations and other varieties. Specialists should take
note.
S.B. 1250.00

361



Collection of 16 plus three pairs from # 1 to # 7
mounted on an attractive homemade page. A nice clean
group with some interesting cancellations. An opportunity to pick up some better material. Well worth the
view.
S.B. 800.00

362

/

Classic mostly incl #1-2 (3 margins), 1887-1892 set complete #111-122, l.h. to o.g., scattered mint and used after
that to 1979. Nominal BOB, 19th century to 1885 mostly
typical condition after that, F-VF.
S.B. 450.00

363



A wonderful group of recent material including a selection of souvenir sheets. This new issue holding is to be
inspected and enjoyed.
S.B. 325.00

364



A large accumulation of one of the more popular
stamps # 33 because of shades, cancels and availability.
This group has not been picked over and the condition is
mixed as expected. Specialists will enjoy looking over
this one.
S.B. 200.00

365

/

Two cartons of well packaged Royal Wedding, QE II
and a bit of US Bicentennial material.
S.B. 100.00

/

Germany and DDR collection in three Scott Specialty
albums from 1870 to 1976 in a medium box. Encompasses hundreds and hundreds of mixed mint and used
stamps in full, partial sets, singles, and souvenir sheets.
Basically, from the 1950s to end are on custom-organized
pages. Collector’s collection having some fascinating
material to find. Well worth a glance. S.B. 550.00

GERMAN AREAS
354

355

356

/

/

/

Two Scott Specialty binders housing a variety of German area entities, but no Germany proper. One binder
contains Berlin with a bit of German Offices abroad. Mint
9NB1-3 and others are the stand outs in this one. The
other album has German States, Occupations, and some
colonies as well as Danzig, Saar and Marienwerder. The
photos provide a nice taste of what is here. Stamps are
affixed with a mixture of hinges, mounts and tape (archival?). With care, the tape is easily removed from stamps
mounted using it and we saw no detrimental effect to either
stamps or album pages. However, it is probably prudent to
remount those stamps with a more philatelically friendly
method. Worth the time to view.
S.B. 800.00
Box of Fun. Assorted singles, sets, souvenir sheets, etc.
from the German areas. Thousands of stamps; most
items F-VF. Especially strong in post-WWII West and
East Germany. Some items identified. Minimal duplication. Mix of mint and used. Fairly disorganized and ready
for loving attention.
S.B. 400.00
German States, Colonies, and areas collection from
1849-1944 in a Scott Specialty album. Hundreds and
hundreds of mixed mint and used stamps in full, partial
sets, and singles. A collector’s collection having a few nuggets to discover. Worth investigating.
S.B. 400.00

GREAT BRITAIN AND CHANNEL ISLANDS
366



Great Britain and Channel Islands collection from
1847 to 2000 in a Scott Specialty album. Hundreds and
hundreds of all used stamps in full, partial sets, and singles
having some useful backup. Knowledgeable and accurate
owner’s catalog value of about $17,000 could be used as
a guide for biding.
S.B. 1100.00

367

/

Three albums, one Great Britain 1841 to 1998 used
to 1960, then mint, including Regional Issues. Separate
Channel Island albums for Isle of Man 1973-1984 and
Guernsey 1969-1984.
S.B. 900.00

EAST GERMANY
357

/

East Germany selection from 1949 to 1981 in a banker
box. Includes around 1,000 #102 stock cards mixed mint,
used, and CTO stamps in full, partial sets and singles
having useful backup in two red boxes Already identified and cataloged within the last several years. Also
encompasses a large stockbook and numerous stock
pages mostly in catalog order. Worthy of your consideration.
S.B. 375.00

GREAT BRITAIN AND OFFICES
368

/

Lightly populated in the Victorian period and condition mixed early but starting in 1900 mostly mint
original gum Fine or better ending in 1987. Very strong
offices selection. A desirable holding looking for an album.
S.B. 1100.00

369

/

Great Britain Agencies and BOB on toned quadrille
pages in an old-style, battered album in a pizza size
box. Roughly 275 mixed mint and used stamps from
Queen Victoria to King George VI Consist of mostly used
Officials and a mint Telegraph one-pound overprinted
Specimen. Likewise, Agencies well represented and
mostly mint but also some gum toning at times due to
storage.
S.B. 350.00

GIBRALTAR
358

/

Almost all mint original gum. Complete 1930 to 1987 for
the regular issues. A beautiful clean and fresh collection
looking for an album.
S.B. 325.00

GOLD COAST
359

/

Mounted collection of primarily mint issues. Almost complete from the 1890s to the end with a few
surprises included. British collectors take time to
view.
S.B. 450.00
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GREAY BRITAIN-LUNDY ISLAND

HUNGARY

370

378



379



/

A magnificent collection of this quaint and curious
private post. Starts with the first issue and includes a
number of examples of the Atlantic Coast Air Services
both on and off cover. The 1939 and later issues are
apparently complete with several pages of flyspecked
copies with artist level illustrations of each plate variety
or printing flaw. We’re sure there is scarce, even rare,
material here but darned if we know what it is. A bonanza for the puffin enthusiast.
S.B. 300.00

GREECE
371

372

/

/

Phenomenal Greece collection from 1861 to 2009 in
two cartons. Thousands of mixed mint and used stamps in
full, partial sets, and singles neatly custom-organized and
identified on quadrille pages in fourteen binders. Includes
BOB, Crete, Aegean/Ionian Islands, and occupation/annexation. Quality of the Hermes Heads is better than normally encountered. Super for searching for cancellations
too. From the 1960s to end all mint. An outstanding Hellenic holding. Do not pass this one by.
S.B. 2000.00
Collection of about 90 large Hermes Heads mounted
on four attractive homemade pages. Mostly used with
about half saved for the nice cancels. A fresh lot not to be
missed. Take a close look.
S.B. 300.00

GREENLAND
373

/

A beautiful collection from 1963 to 1995 housed in
a Lindner album. An especially clean and fresh collection with almost all never hinged. Nice for further
expansion. Inspect and enjoy.
S.B. 200.00

ICELAND
380



375





381

/

382

/

Topical Sunburst. Hundreds and hundreds of eyepopping singles, sets, souvenir sheets, and miniature
sheets, with a wide variety of topical depictions. Includes
material from Grenada and Grenadines. Features strong
representation of mushrooms, birds, flowers, sea life,
butterflies, etc. Everything NH, F-VF or better. Carefully
mounted on ninety-six double-sided Vario sheets and
twelve dealer cards.
S.B. 800.00

IRAN

Mounted collection of all mint original gum on Scott
specialty pages to the mid-1960s. Mostly complete from
1913 on. Nice fresh collection for further expansion. Well
worth a view.
S.B. 325.00

HONG KONG
376

/

377
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Collection of several hundred different, mostly mint,
to 1987 mounted on homemade pages. Almost complete
from 1940 on. A wonderful collection awaiting a first-class
album.
S.B. 1800.00
Hong Kong Collection. Hundreds of postally used
stamps hinged onto somewhat worn Scott specialty pages,
1860s to 2000. An attempt was made at cataloging the
collection, date unknown. Sparsely or unevenly populated
after 1990. Some duplication. Winning coverage of a wellliked country.
S.B. 325.00

A collection to 2002 with a substantial amount of
earlies. Great starter collection that is begging to be
brought up to date and housed in a new album. Scandinavia collectors take a good look at this desirable
group.
S.B. 550.00

INDIA AND STATES

GRENADA
374

A beautiful group of stamps, sets, and souvenir sheets with
a small amount of duplication. Great lot for the internet dealer. Worthy of a few minutes of your time. S.B. 400.00
Hungarian classics and later. Used singles and sets
carefully hinged onto clean specialty pages in a slightly
worn International Stamp Album, 1871-1990s, with a
gap in the 1940s and 1950s. Includes strong representation of BOB. Thousands of F-VF stamps. Inviting intermediate holding. Workable foundation for immediate
continuation and refinement.
S.B. 375.00

383



384

/

385

/

Delightful Indian buffet. Collection of a few
hundred stamps mounted on twenty-four attractive homemade pages. Mostly different and issued
1854-1909 and 1948-1950. Strong selection of the
Convention States. Mixed condition, with plenty of
value. Scans show selected highlights.
S.B. 700.00
India and States selection in a carton. Encompasses
a Lindner remaindered hingeless album from 1865 to
1971 having a hundred or so mainly used stamps and
a neat stockbook of States containing hundreds and
hundreds of mixed common mint and used stamps having backup. Super for searching for cancels or varieties.
S.B. 120.00

Sixteen page stockbook with around 450 mint from
1949 to 1970. Looks like about 50+ different sets, with
some useful duplication. We saw #933, 934, some blocks
of four. Includes selection of airs and semis. Clean well
organized collection.
Cat. 3960.00
Collection strong in the “Persia” period. Some duplication. Worth a careful look.
S.B. 325.00
A comprehensive group of Iranian material in three
stockbooks. Thousands of items worth your time to
view.
S.B. 270.00

IRAQ
386

/

A Scott Specialty album beginning with Mesopotamia
and continuing to modern Iraq, with pages ending about
2009. Mixed mint and used and fairly well balanced from
start to finish. Stamps are affixed with a mixture of hinges,
mounts and tape (archival?). With care, the tape is easily
removed from those stamps mounted with it and we saw
no detrimental effect to either stamps or album pages.
However, it is probably prudent to remount those stamps
with a more philatelically friendly method. A solid start
to a country less often offered in collection form. See the
photos for a taste of this one.
S.B. 400.00

ISRAEL
387



396
New issues from 1994 to 2008. Includes many sets in
tab strips of five plus souvenir sheets (six of each). A
fresh and clean lot ideal for dealer lists. Well worth a
view.
Cat. 5090.00

388 //FDC Israel tab collection in three Lindner hingeless albums
from 1948-2001 in a carton. Collection consists of hundreds and hundreds of mainly mint stamps but also some
used in full, partial sets, singles, and souvenir sheets. No
better items but still plenty of desirable material. Earlier
album 1948-1959 contains some stamps which are not
full tabs. From 1960 to end appears mostly mint complete. Also embraces hundreds and hundreds of mixed
mint and used stamps in a stockbook having backup of
collector’s extras plus some FDCs.
S.B. 250.00
389



Israel new issue assortment from the 1960s to 1993 in a
banker box. Hundreds and hundreds of mint stamp having
many in original receiving envelopes. Includes tab singles
and tab strips of five. Terrific for filling the holes in your
collection and then recycle the rest.
S.B. 200.00



ITALIAN STATES
397

/

/

391



Outstanding collection of a few thousand mounted
on attractive homemade pages with issues to the early
1940s. Part of the collection runs parallel mint and used,
and condition is above average with many choice copies.
There is beneficial duplication. A marvelous collection
that must be seen to be appreciated.
S.B. 5500.00
Italy used in a Specialty Album 1862 to late 1990’s.
Several full cancels, decent Dues.
S.B. 1300.00

398



399

/

400

/

401



ITALY OFFICES
392



A wonderful selection on attractive homemade pages.
The mint items are clean and fresh. Some duplication because of additional used items. Enjoy the images or come in
to view. This lot is highly recommended. S.B. 2500.00

ITALY AND AGEAN ISLAND
393

/

Very advanced collection mounted on attractive homemade pages. Some duplicated as mint and used. A marvelous selection for someone specializing in this area. A
great collection worthy of inspection.
S.B. 1900.00

ITALY AND AREAS
394

395

/

/

Wonderful selection of stamps with sets and back of
the book present. Good amount of Scott unlisted material
that will spark some research. Take a careful view of this
group.
S.B. 1100.00
Thatsa Nice. Three pizza boxes containing thousands
of mainly mint singles, sets, souvenir sheets, etc. from
Italy, Italian colonies, San Marino, and Vatican City. Most
items F-VF. Especially strong in post-WWII period, but
earlier material included. Some items identified. Minor
duplication. Few covers. Disorganized and ready for the
new owner’s attention.
S.B. 475.00

A collection mounted on nine attractive homemade
pages which need expansion. Assembled by a knowledgeable collector. A wide range of papers and shades to study
with condition a bit above average for these. A lovely
group, all photographed, with a huge catalog total and offered appropriately. Inspect and enjoy.
S.B. 1500.00

JAPAN

ITALY
390
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Not Canned Spaghetti. Twenty-six singles and sets from
Italy and Trieste. Most items date from the post-WWII
period, some from earlier. All mint material, most n.h.
Includes attractive Trieste gutter pairs. Clean, fresh, and
vibrant. Pictures show entire lot.
S.B. 450.00

All mint post war collection in a clean Lighthouse
hingeless album. Also includes a decent “Mihon” collection of 1959 to 1966 issues. Clean material worth your
time to view.
S.B. 700.00
Japan collection to 1975 housed in a Scott Specialty
album. Begins almost all used, turns mixed around the
start of the Parks issues, and becomes nearly all mint in
the mid-1950’s. Many souvenir sheets with better items
but no BOB except a few semi-postal s/s. Stamps are
affixed with a mixture of hinges, mounts and tape (archival?). With care, the tape is easily removed from stamps
mounted with it and we saw no detrimental effect to either
stamps or album pages. However, it is probably prudent to
remount those stamps with a more philatelically friendly
method. A worthwhile collection.
S.B. 500.00
Japan selection in six stockbooks from the 1970s to
the early 2000s in banker box. Hundreds and hundreds
of mint stamps in full sets, singles, and souvenir sheets
purchased by the owner from Marshall Fields in Chicago
as new issues. Nicely organized and ready to be added to
your contemporary Japanese collection.
S.B. 350.00
Japanese Classics and Later. Used singles and sets
carefully hinged onto clean specialty pages, 1875-2002,
with a gap in the 1940s and 1950s. Hundreds and hundreds of F-VF stamps. Desirable intermediate holding.
Beneficial foundation for immediate continuation and
refinement.
S.B. 300.00

LIBERIA
402

/

Total of 21 single items or sets of imperfs, plate proofs,
frame only, missing colors, FIPEX set complete in
mini sheets (of which 200 sets were printed), numerous other mini sheets. Some slight duplication. Owners
retail $1,250.
S.B. 200.00

LIECHTENSTEIN
403

/

Terrific 98% mint Liechtenstein collection in two
SAFE albums from 1912 to 1990. Strong postage; #
82-89, 94-107, Vaduz #115, 116-131, all Mint NH. #110
used, etc. B-O-B #B14, C1-C6, C9-C13 all MNH, #C7,
C8 used on piece. Later material includes #238 MNH
and several sheetlets. Great collection to start you out or
for an upgrade.
S.B. 2000.00
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404



Accumulation from the late 1950s to mid-1990s.
All appear to be mint never hinged and there is good
value in the mini sheets. Also a few better First Day
Covers are included. This one is not to be missed by a
serious Europe collector.
S.B. 600.00

MEXICO
412

/

LOURENCO MARQUES
405

/

Lourenco Marques, 1895-1921. Strong collection of
this colony’s stamps, including BOB. Neatly hinged
onto Scott specialty pages. Around 150 stamps in singles
and sets. Excellent condition. Missing only the most
elusive stamps. Worth a perusal.
S.B. 210.00

MONACO
413

/

LUXEMBOURG
406



All used group to 2000 and mounted on clean Scott Vintage
pages. This will make a great start to a collection needing
an album Well worth your time to view.
S.B. 400.00

/

Macao, 1884-1968. Comprehensive collection of this
colony’s stamps, neatly hinged onto Scott specialty
pages. Note the useful representation of hard-to-find
BOB. High catalog value. Around 500 stamps in singles
and sets. Excellent condition. Missing only the most
elusive stamps. Loads of historical and topical appeal.
S.B. 1350.00

MALAYA AND STATES
408



Chiefly postwar to early QE II period mounted on
homemade pages. A selection of Singapore is included.
Fresh material when mounted in a new album would
make a wonderful collection. An attractive lot for your
consideration.
S.B. 600.00

MALAYA STATES
409



Malaya States selection from King George VI period
having roughly one hundred mint stamps from different
States up to the one-dollar values. Spot checking appears
most NH. Involves Singapore having both perf 14 and
18 copies.
S.B. 150.00

414





Collection of around 400 modern souvenir sheets and
stamps all from the Maldives, in mint VF+ post office fresh
condition. Organized in Vario pages. Lots of topical material noteably, marine life, ships, etc.
S.B. 600.00

411

/

Maldives collection from 1906-1963 in a pizza size
box. Around 125 mixed mint and used stamp in mostly
full sets on Minkus pages. Includes mint and used Scott
#5. Some minor adhesion issues on mounted stamps
from storage (most will “pop”). Good value from an
often-forgotten British Protectorate.
S.B. 350.00
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Collection of a couple hundred different mounted on
Scott specialty pages with issues to about 1980. Clean
and fresh and all are mint original gum. These are a great
beginning to a wonderful collection. Worth your time to
view.
S.B. 300.00

NETHERLANDS
415



Netherlands used in specialty album 1852 to 2000. Incudes some likeable 19th century with better values and perf
variations. Pick out some full cancels.
S.B. 425.00

416

/

Two part lot, the first of which is the most valuable
with classic 19th century used Netherlands mounted
on attractive homemade pages. Second part includes
fourteen large format approval pages with about 400
stamps, mint and used. We saw some nice cancels and
margin markings.
S.B. 400.00

NETHERLANDS AND COLONIES
417

/

Dealer’s stock of medium to better grade material with
minimal duplication. Everything is a complete set or individual value (no short sets). Retail total $3,700. Condition better
than usual and worth a serious viewing. S.B. 1100.00

418

/

419



A pair of Scott Specialty albums containing mixed mint
and used. The first runs to 1969 and has most of the value
with Netherlands, Netherlands Indies, and Suriname. Better items include Netherlands (used) 226-243, B25-32 and
B54-7 and (mint) 336-9 and B144a-5a. The other binder
is for Netherlands Antilles goes to 2003 and is somewhat
sparse but has a few worthwhile stamps. Stamps in both
albums are affixed with a mixture of hinges, mounts and
tape (archival?). With care, the tape is easily removed
from stamps mounted using it and we saw no detrimental
effect to either stamps or album pages. However, it is probably prudent to remount those stamps with a more philatelically friendly method. A useful lot.
S.B. 450.00
An outstanding accumulation of never hinged F-VF
material with Netherland Antilles being the most valuable.
Marine life, birds and butterflies are most common topics,
but others are included. Inspect and enjoy. S.B. 375.00

MALDIVES
410

Dealer’s stock up to about 1960 of primarily mint,
mostly different, set up for easy retail. Nearly everything
is in complete sets. A great lot for the internet or show
dealer.
S.B. 750.00

MONTSERRAT

MACAO
407

Accumulation of several hundred used, with a decent
amount of mint, from classics to 1980’s. Mounted
on a mix of Scott and a domestic pages, stock books
and loose album pages. Collector did have an eye for
clear cancels. Scott album is sparse, but what is in it
is clean, mint material. Some value spread among the
many pages. Worth a look as a source of new material, or bourse table lots.
S.B. 600.00

NEWFOUNDLAND

PORTUGAL

420



431

/

421



432



A mounted collection from 1860 on. Complete from
1911 for the regular issues. An attractive collection well
worth a carful view.
S.B. 375.00
A small used group of Newfoundland starting in 1866.
Moderately populated with one back of the book issue.
Good starter selection for the collector. Make time to look
it over.
S.B. 300.00

NEW ZEALAND
422

/

Mostly mint collection starting in 1874 mounted on
Scott specialty pages with issues to late 1980s. Lacks
postal fiscals and is weak in officials. Many complete
sets of nice quality and a wonderful beginning to a New
Zealand collection.
S.B. 600.00

423



New Zealand collection in a Scott Specialty album from
1936-2001. Incorporates hundreds and hundreds of mint
stamps in full sets, singles, and souvenir sheets in clear
mounts. Appears mostly complete for time period. Very
clean collection ready for continuation.
S.B. 450.00

NORWAY
424

/

425



Nineteenth century collection of mint and used
mounted on eight attractive homemade pages. Many nice
cancels and there are images of all stamps. A wonderful
selection deserving a good look.
S.B. 1350.00
Norwegian classics and later. Used singles and sets
carefully hinged onto slightly worn specialty pages
in a serviceable binder, 1855-2005, with a gap in the
1940s and 1950s. Hundreds and hundreds of F-VF
stamps and souvenir sheets. Promising intermediateadvanced holding. Useful foundation for immediate
continuation and refinement.
S.B. 400.00



PORTUGAL AND COLONIES
433



434



435

/

Early stamps some with overprints. Worth your time to
view.
S.B. 300.00

436

/

POLAND
427

Dealer’s souvenir sheet stock with many interesting
WW II items. Take time to view and appreciate this
group.
S.B. 300.00
428 // Fantastic Poland “groszy” overprint selection from
1950-52. Around 150 mostly different mint and used
stamps on album, stock pages, as well as six covers and one
postcard. Specialists will appreciate.
S.B. 250.00


429

/

430



Portuguese Collection, 1853-1968. Gorgeous presentation of this country’s stamps, neatly hinged onto Scott
specialty pages. Note the strong representation of hardto-find BOB, including a few pages of revenues. High
catalog value. Over 1,200 stamps in singles and sets,
plus souvenir sheets. Excellent condition. Missing only
the most elusive stamps. Spend a delightful hour viewing
this lot’s treasures.
S.B. 1300.00
Stately Portuguese holding. Nineteenth-century collection mounted on four clean homemade pages. Stamps
are used, issued between 1853 and 1884. Good overall
value. Stamps appear fresh, vibrant, and sharp. Winning
accumulation of classic Portuguese material. Inspect
for design, color, and paper varieties. Scans show entire
lot.
S.B. 550.00

Portugal and Area Classics. Used singles and sets
carefully hinged on clean specialty pages, 1853-1940.
Hundreds of F-VF stamps. Strong intermediate-advanced
holding. Ready for continuation.
S.B. 750.00
A beautiful selection with everything never hinged
F-VF or better. Topical content is birds, marine life,
butterflies, shells, and wildlife. Mozambique has the most
value. Exceptionally clean and well worth your time to
view.
S.B. 450.00
Small, But Powerful. Features four colonies, in order
of value: Madeira (1868-1928), Funchal (1892-1905),
Angra (1892-1905), and Ponta Delgada (1892-1905).
High level of completion for the indicated time periods.
Over 140 stamps in singles and sets. Neatly hinged onto
Scott specialty pages. Enviable condition. Missing only
the more elusive stamps. Seldom found hoard of colonial
treasures.
S.B. 325.00

PORTUGUESE INDIA

PALESTINE
426

RASDALE STAMP COMPANY

Poland General Government variety study of 350+
mainly mint 1940 N30/55 stamps having beneficial
backup in a binder. For the specialists.
S.B. 170.00
Poland proof selection in a pizza size box. Roughly
seventy-five imperforate proofs appearing to be mostly
NH (after spot checking) in eight different issues from
the 1950s. Proofs are overprinted diagonally having
“PROBA” and each set expertized by PZF (Polish Philatelic Union) by Zbigniew Korszen. See scan of list of Scott
and Fisher numbers.
S.B. 150.00

Portuguese India, 1872-1960. Solid collection of this
colony’s stamps, neatly hinged onto Scott specialty pages.
Note the useful representation of hard-to-find BOB. High
catalog value. Around 500 stamps in singles and sets.
Excellent condition. View the scans.
S.B. 600.00

ROMANIA
437



Romania collection from 1860s to the mid 1990s in a Scott
Specialty album. Involves hundreds and hundreds of all used
stamps in full, partial sets, and singles. Terrific entry level
collection waiting to find a new home.
S.B. 300.00

RUSSIA
438

/

Russian Dignity. Largely complete collection of
Russian stamps, 1858-1960. Features thousands of
singles, sets, souvenir sheets, etc. placed in mounts
and affixed to clean Scott specialty pages and housed
in a like-new Scott binder. Mostly mint, F-VF. Bursting with complete sets and historical appeal; seldom
encountered at this level of sophistication. Sky-high
catalog value. A must-see!
S.B. 3500.00
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439

440

441

442

443

444

/

/

/



/

/
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A collector’s pride and joy on homemade pages in 2
large binders and in two boxes. While there are some
better sets and singles, the heart of this collection is the
incredible flyspecking done by the previous owner. Not
only did he identify hundreds of varieties or printing
flaws, but he was an accomplished artist, so his illustrations of each variety are as well done as a published book.
In addition, there is often extensive write up describing
each series of stamps and the historical context in which
they were issued. Stamps begin with the series of 1865
with his flyspecking efforts continuing from about there
to around 1930 when commemorative issues became
much more frequent. From this point, to the mid or late
1960’s, the collection consists of mint or used stamps
mounted on the same style homemade pages, mostly
in the two boxes in now random order. Interspersed
throughout are several covers, again with varieties identified, accurately illustrated and with extensive write
up. An unbelievable opportunity to dive deep into a
fascinating and popular area.
S.B. 1000.00
Russia collection in three Scott Specialty binders with
pages to 1991. Volume 1 is mostly void of Imperial
Russia issues until about 1913, then is relatively wellfilled, mixed mint and used, to 1964. Volume 2 covers
1965 to 1979, again mint and used mixed. Finally, the
third volume houses 1980 to 1991 plus semis, airs, and
other BOB. Stamps are affixed with a mixture of hinges,
mounts and tape (archival?). With care, the tape is easily removed from stamps mounted using it and we saw
no detrimental effect to either stamps or album pages.
However, it is probably prudent to remount those stamps
with a more philatelically friendly method. A number of
worthwhile sets or singles throughout and generally nice
condition albums makes this a winner at our suggested
bid.
S.B. 500.00
Russia selection mostly from the 1930s to 2005 in
one carton. Incorporates roughly 1,200 #102 sales cards
mixed mint, used, and CTO stamps in full, partial sets
and singles having beneficial backup in two red boxes.
Already identified and cataloged within the past several
years. Likewise entails some souvenir sheets and miscellaneous on stock pages.
S.B. 450.00

All used to 1940 and mounted on clean Scott International vintage pages. Well populated and many better issues.
Well worth a few moments of your time. S.B. 400.00
Russia bulging 6” thick Scott album from 1860-1980.
Thousands of mixed mint, used, and CTO stamps in
full, partial sets, and singles having backup as there
is repetition of some pages. Needs to be reduced to a
manageable size. If you like Russian stamps this lot is
especially for you.
S.B. 350.00
Russia accumulation found in a suitcase in a binder
and three pizza boxes. A real mix. We saw some US
infiltrators.
S.B. 300.00

RUSSIAN AREAS
445

/

Outstanding Russian Areas collection from the 1860s
to 1949 in a clean Scott Specialty album. Incorporates
around a thousand mixed mint and used stamps in full,
partial sets, and singles nicely mounted. Includes Offices in China, Turkey, Armenia, Azerbaijan, Far Eastern
Republic, Georgia, Karelia, Mongolia, South Russia,
North Ingermanland, Siberia, Tanna Tuva, Transcaucasian Republics, Ukraine, Wenden, post WW II Zones etc.
One of the nicer Russian Areas collections that we have
encountered in a while.
S.B. 3000.00

RWANDA
446



A stockbook of never hinged sets and souvenir sheets
with a catalog of over $2000. Duplication that is good
for dealer lists. Worth your time to look at this clean and
fresh group.
S.B. 375.00

/

Saar collection from 1920-1958 in a Lighthouse album.
Hundreds of mixed mint and used stamps in full, partial
sets, singles, and souvenir sheets. Includes some better
items #B64a, C12, and CB1. Most of the collection is mint
needing a few upgrades and completion. S.B. 350.00

SAAR
447

SAINT HELENA
448



Mounted collection of several hundred different mint
original gum on Scott specialty pages. Starts in 1883
and runs to the mid-1980s. Nearly complete for the
twentieth century issues. Overall, a beautiful collection
requiring attention to the early years. Worth a good viewing.
S.B. 450.00

SAINT THOMAS AND PRINCE ISLANDS
449



450

/

An extensive selection of newer material that is never
hinged F-VF or better. Great for the topical collector with
mushrooms, birds, butterflies, and fish well represented.
A wonderful selection that is well worth your time to
view.
S.B. 700.00
St. Thomas and Prince Islands, 1869-1968. Useful collection of this colony’s stamps, neatly hinged onto Scott
specialty pages. Note the useful representation of hard-tofind BOB. High catalog value. Around 500 stamps in singles and sets. Excellent condition. Missing primarily only
the most elusive stamps. Take a look.
S.B. 475.00

SAINT VINCENT AND THE GRENADINES
451



An outstanding group of hundreds of never hinged F-VF
or better items. This is clean and fresh material that covers many topics such as birds, butterflies, wildlife, shells,
and mushrooms. Inspect and enjoy.
S.B. 300.00

SEYCHELLES
452



Mounted collection of nearly 400 different on Scott
specialty pages to the mid-1970s. All mint essentially
complete for the basic numbers less a couple. A nice fresh
and clean collection worth a good look. S.B. 300.00

SIERRA LEONE

SWITZERLAND

453

462



463

/



A lovely group of never hinged F-VF or better material. Great for the topical collector with bird, butterflies,
wildlife, and great ape contents. Make time to view this
beautiful group.
S.B. 280.00

SOMALILAND PROTECTORATE
454



Complete collection less #50 and the 1904-05 officials.
All mint mounted on Scott specialty pages. A very desirable collection. Inspect and enjoy.
S.B. 400.00



Spanish Classics and Later. Used singles and sets
carefully hinged onto clean specialty pages, 1850-2002,
with a gap in the 1940s and 1950s. Hundreds and hundreds of F-VF stamps. Respectable intermediate holding.
Attractive foundation for immediate continuation and
refinement.
S.B. 800.00

SPAIN
455

456

/

Spain selection from 1851 to 1992 in one carton. Encompasses thousands and thousands of mint and used stamps
including BOB having advantageous backup organized in
chronological order in six binders and stockbooks. Terrific
for searching for cancellations, color or other varieties.
Definitely a specialist’s nirvana.
S.B. 800.00

STRAITS SETTLEMENTS
457



Collection of over 150 different mounted on homemade
pages. All mint original gum from 1867 to the end. A nice
clean group well worth a view.
S.B. 400.00

/

Attractive mostly mint collection on Davo pages to 1973.
Includes Gordon set.
S.B. 150.00

SUDAN
458

460

461

/

/



Collection of many hundred different to 1974 in two
clean Lindner hingeless albums. The nineteenth century
is of less value than usual. Most of the twentieth century
is mint with many complete sets. This is a good collection
to expand upon.
Cat. 4600.00

Swiss Powerhouse Accumulation. Nineteenth-century collection mounted on two attractive homemade
pages. Stamps are used, issued between 1850 and 1862.
High total catalog value. Condition is better than average. Plenty of opportunity to investigate and identify
color, paper, and design variations. Scans show entire
lot.
S.B. 900.00
Dealer’s stock of Swiss military stamps identified on
102 size sales cards. Nearly 300 cards with many having more than one stamp. Clean, fresh, and mostly mint.
If you specialize in this area, we recommend you view
these.
S.B. 450.00

TANZANIA
464



A wonderful group of never hinged F-VF or better material on Vario pages. Great topical content like marine and
wildlife subjects. Make time to view this clean and fresh
lot with possibilities beyond an album.
S.B. 375.00

TASMANIA
465

/

No Tasmanian Devils Included. Almost one hundred
Tasmanian classics mounted onto homemade and preprinted album pages. All items identified. Mixed condition, but overall clean, neat, and presentable. Photos show
entire lot.
S.B. 475.00

TIMOR
466

/

Timor Collection, 1885-1968. Inviting holding of this
colony’s stamps, neatly hinged onto Scott specialty
pages. Note the strong representation of hard-to-find
BOB. High catalog value. Over 400 stamps in singles
and sets. Excellent condition. Missing only the most
elusive stamps. Worthwhile opportunity. S.B. 375.00

TONGA
467



SWEDEN
459

RASDALE STAMP COMPANY

A wonderful selection of a topical holding with birds, butterflies, and marine life the most abundant items. All are never hinged F-VF with scarcer material present (see images).
Well worth your time to inspect this group. S.B.750.00

TRANVAAL
468



Swedish Classics. Sixteen stamps issued during the
nineteenth century. Includes regular and local stamps.
Mounted on an attractive homemade page. Some
stamps might require an expert’s eye for full evaluation.
Convenient opportunity to acquire early Swedish material. Scan shows entire lot.
S.B. 750.00

TURKEY
469

/

Specialty album with Sweden used 1858 to 2002,
including some attractive cancels. Used modern in quantity.
S.B. 700.00

470

/

Transvaal Mini-Collection. Over one hundred classics
mounted or hinged onto old album pages. All items identified.
Admirable condition. Photos show entire lot. S.B. 240.00

Turkish Splendor. Collection of regular and postage
due stamps from 1863 and military stamps from 1898.
Mounted on five attractive homemade pages. Condition
is much better than normally encountered. Scans show
entire lot.
S.B. 350.00
Mounted collection in an old album with many
earlies. Additional material on stockpages and “102”
size sales cards. A collection for the internet or show
dealer. Take a good look at this one.
S.B. 350.00
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VATICAN CITY
471

472

/

/

Religious fervor. Two binders of choice goodies from
Vatican City. Binder One is rich in singles and sets from
1929 to the 1950s. Binder Two features booklets and sheets
from the 1990s and later. Everything is identified, priced,
and placed in sales sheets or protective pages. Mostly
mint, with much NH. A clean, no-nonsense lot for topical
or country collectors and their suppliers. S.B. 450.00
Vatican collection from 1929-1979 in two White Ace
albums and slipcases. Hundreds and hundreds of mostly
mint stamps in full, partial sets, singles and souvenir sheets.
Highlights encompass C16-17, C18-19, and C20-21. Also
includes some extras. A good bread and butter collection
needing completion and continuation.
S.B. 300.00

VIRGIN ISLANDS
473



All mint original gum collection of a couple hundred
different to the mid-1980s mounted on Scott specialty
pages. Other than the first page it is complete. An especially clean and fresh collection that would be a joy to
complete.
S.B. 350.00

WESTERN AUSTRALIA
474

/

An outstanding group of over two hundred items with
various cancellations, watermarks, and perforations.
Group that the specialist will show intense interest. This
is a wonderful group to expand. Make time to look these
over.
S.B. 500.00

YUGOSLAVIA AND AREAS
475

/

Minkus album running to about 1972. Contains
pedestrian Yugoslavia, moderately filled prior to WW
II and sparsely after. The main value, however, lies
with the independent issues and occupied issues of
Bosnia, Croatia, Serbia, etc. A good start to this chaotic but fascinating area.
S.B. 250.00

COVERS
UNITED STATES
476



477



478



479



480
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(15L13) United States local post cover canceled on September 29.
S.B. 60.00
(15L15) United States Blood’s Penny Post Philadelphia
cover mailed locally. Old mount mark remains on reverse.
S.B. 40.00
(24) United States cover and octagonal carrier cancel canceled and mailed Philadelphia. Old mount mark remains
on reverse.
S.B. 75.00
(24) United States cover tied by Baltimore Paid cancel.
Mailed to Charlestown, Jefferson County Virginia (now
West Virginia). Vertical fold middle.
S.B. 50.00
(24) United States cover and original circular for
woolen goods canceled in New York on March 1, 1859
and mailed locally. Old mount mark remains on reverse.
S.B. 40.00

481



482



483



484



485



486



487



488



489



490



491



492



493



494



495



496



497



498



499



(63, 65) United States Civil War Era cover with one
cent carrier fee canceled on July 24, 1862 in New York
Mailed to a lieutenant in the 5th New York to Baltimore.
S.B. 60.00
(63) United States cover having three #63 (one pair,
one single) canceled in Schoharie, New York. Mailed to
Laurens, New York.
S.B. 120.00
(112-113) United States cover mailed to Providence, Rhode
Island.
S.B. 100.00
(113 x2) United States cover tied by cork cancel used
locally in Philadelphia. Comes with a 2015 Philatelic
Foundation certificate.
S.B. 120.00
(150) United States cover having #150 Banknote canceled in New Orleans on 8/19/1871. Mailed to Bordeaux,
France. New York Paid 6 6/23, London 9/14 transit cancels. Calais receiver cancel on 9/4.
S.B. 50.00
(158, 163) United States 1877 turned cover canceled
in New Orleans having neat cork cancels. Mailed to
Clerk of Circuit Court Jackson County, Jacksonport,
Arkansas. Reduced at right, soiling, and some damage
on reverse near back flap.
S.B. 100.00
(179) An interesting study of 16 examples of the 5¢
Continental Banknote. A pleasing variety of markings and
destinations. Condition is a little mixed. Good lot for the
specialist.
S.B. 100.00
(232 x 2) United States Columbian Exposition postal
stationery cover mailed from Chicago to Hawkeye, Iowa.
Horizontal fold near bottom.
S.B. 50.00
(289) United States interesting, registered cover canceled
on February 27, 1899, in Boston. Mailed to Schenectady,
New York. Staining near bottom.
S.B. 65.00
(C13 x2) 65¢ 1930 Zeppelin franked on round trip flight
cover. Cover is a bit toned, stained and has minor corner
wrinkles. Fine
Cat. 190.00
(C13) 65¢ 1930 Zeppelin franked on a UX27 round trip
flight. Numerous postage dues on reverse. Card is a bit
toned and has minor corner wrinkles. FineCat. 190.00
(C13) 65¢ 1930 Zeppelin franked on a UX27 round
trip flight. Card is a bit toned and has minor corner
wrinkles. Fine
Cat. 190.00
(C13) 65¢ 1930 Zeppelin franked on a UX27 round trip
flight. Green return cancel on reverse. Card is a bit toned
and has minor corner wrinkles. Fine
Cat. 190.00
(C13) 65¢ 1930 Zeppelin franked on UX27 round trip
flight postal card. Card is a bit toned, stained, and has
minor corner wrinkles. Fine.
Cat. 190.00
(C14) $1.30 1930 Zeppelin postage due Flight cover.
Cover has been folded and with many wrinkles and tears.
Fine
Cat. 390.00
(C14) $1.30 1930 Zeppelin franked on UX27 round trip
flight postal card. Card is a bit toned, stained, and has
minor corner wrinkles. Fine.
Cat. 390.00
(C15) $2.60 1930 Zeppelin franked on round trip flight cover. Cover is a bit toned, stained, small remnants on the reverse and has minor corner wrinkles. Fine Cat. 575.00
(C15) $2.60 1930 Zeppelin franked on round trip flight
cover. Cover is a bit toned, stained, flap faults on the reverse and has minor corner wrinkles. Fine Cat. 575.00
(C15) United States Graf Zeppelin cacheted First Flight
postal stationery cover canceled in New York on April 30,
1930. Via Friedrichshafen and Graf Zeppelin to Lakehurst
backstamped on May 3 there. Mailed to Marseilles, Illinois.
S.B. 200.00

500



501



502



503



504



505



506



507



508



509



510



511



512



(C18 x5) Five United States Graf Zeppelin cacheted First
Flight covers. Comprises three Chicago two canceled on
October 26, one on October 7, and one each Akron on
October 25 and Miami on October 6.
S.B. 200.00
(C18 x4) Four different 1933 Zeppelin flight. All
are a bit toned and have minor corner wrinkles.
Fine.
Cat. 320.00
(C18 x3) Three different 1933 Zeppelin First Day Covers. All are a bit toned and have minor corner wrinkles.
Fine.
Cat. 750.00
(C18) United States Graf Zeppelin Round Trip cacheted
First Flight cover having four C18 canceled in New York
on October 4, 1933. Backstamped in Friedrichshafen on
November 2 and New York on November 18. Mailed to
Carthage, Illinois.
S.B. 150.00
(UOF1 x3, OXF4) Four Post office seals on cover. Most
are very faulty.
S.B. 50.00
United States Columbian Exposition Chicago postal
stationery selection. Involves around sixty mostly different postal cards of which roughly 90% are unused
and 5% postally used organized nicely in a binder. Also
encompasses a set of four unused different postal cards
for the Pan American Exposition and a set of ten unused different for the 1904 St. Louis World’s Fair plus
miscellany. An unusual offering hard to duplicate in
today’s philatelic marketplace.
S.B. 500.00
Pacific Express to Germany plus two early twentieth century covers from Guam, one registered. An
interesting group worth a good look.
S.B. 150.00
United States Pioneer Flight canceled on October 7,
1912 at the Fairgrounds in Springfield Illinois. Mailed to
Rochelle, Illinois.
S.B. 100.00
Henry Cabot Lodge free frank autograph and James
Farley autograph on letter with cover, return address
embossed. Covers for the specialist. Well worth a few
moments to view.
S.B. 100.00
United States Pioneer Flight canceled in Los Angeles on January 12, 1912. Mailed to Lombard, Illinois.
Severe corner folds and creases from this hard-to-find
flight.
S.B. 50.00
United States stampless cover having its original
letter from New York City on April 10, 1832 by the
ship “Sully” to Paris, France. Le Harve transit cancel
on May 12 and Paris receiving cancel on reverse on
May 14. Boxed straight line hand stamp indicating of
prepaid at country of origin. Addressed to Dr. James
MacDonald care of Hottinguer & Co, Bankers in Paris.
Interesting postal history.
S.B. 50.00
United States advertising cover canceled on April
27, 1900, from the Horses, Cattle, Sheep, or Hogs
International Food Co. in Minneapolis. Neat cachet
which a pig collector will enjoy. Back flap has some
minor damage when originally opened.
S.B. 50.00
About five hundred attractive covers from the late 1980s
to the early 1990s. Most are hand painted by Pugh with a
few Collins and others included. The images are a good
representation of what is present. This is a clean group
worthy of a thorough inspection.
S.B. 1300.00

513



514



515

FDC

516



517



518



519



520



521
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Variety Is the Spice of Life. Three-part consignment
from the family of a long-time client. Includes U.S. and
foreign postcards, postal cards, and postal stationery as
well as assorted U.S. and foreign censored and otherwise
notable covers. Hundreds of choice and unusual items
from around the world, e.g., three expertized UX4 postal
cards; multi-censored, multi-canceled military mail; early
twentieth-century holiday, special event, and view postcards; pre-printed advertising postal cards; noteworthy
examples of late-nineteenth- and early-twentieth-century
postal cards; a smattering of FDCs; and a small number
of stamps, souvenir sheets, Christmas seals, etc. Mixed
condition, but most material is in highly collectable
form. Some items might require an expert’s eye for full
evaluation. Photos tell the story.
S.B. 1000.00
An interesting accumulation of over 80 Entires.
Includes mint, used with many attractive destinations,
advertising subjects, etc. Some items are seldom seen.
Please note that the images of the entires appear toned.
The toning is the color of the plastic pages. The cards are
their natural color. Condition is mixed. Good lot for the
specialist.
S.B. 650.00
Over two hundred fifty Collins hand painted FirstDay covers from 1980 to 1990. All nicely sleeved
and ready for pricing. An attractive lot that a serious
cover collector will find as an opportunity for quality material. Not to be missed.
S.B. 600.00
U. S. retail dealer’s stock of over 180 covers, including
Prisoner of War, censored, expositions, free frank, and
better airmail flights. Dealer and collectors will enjoy
perusing this group. There could be sleepers here so make
some time to view.
S.B. 500.00
An interesting accumulation of over 70 Postal Cards.
Includes mint, used with many attractive destinations,
advertising subjects, etc. Some items are seldom seen.
Please note that the images of the cards appear toned.
The toning is the color of the plastic pages. The cards are
their natural color. Condition is mixed. Good lot for the
specialist.
S.B. 500.00
Almost one hundred federal and state duck stamp covers. The covers are hand painted by Pugh, Collins, and
others. Well worth your time to inspect these attractive
items.
S.B. 500.00
United States selection from 1819 to 1946. Roughly
350 commercial covers, postal stationery, and postcards
mostly sleeved. About 10% are stampless from 1819 to
the 1850s. Spotted some nice flag cancels and fascinating
postal history. Examination recommended as condition
varies. Ready to go for resale or adding to your collection.
S.B. 450.00
Pizza Box of US covers primarily to Europe having prexies, some transports, censor markings, etc.
A cover with 1c and 4c Columbians. Other material with various single uses.
S.B. 450.00
United States postal history accumulation from 1838
to 1962 in a medium box. About 250 covers, postal stationery, and postcards including a dozen unused Civil War
Patriotics and some stampless. Mostly 19th to early 20th
Century having a wide range which will please the historian, cancel collector, or dealer. Many are identified which
makes this lot even more enticing.
S.B. 400.00
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522



523



524



525



526



527



528

United States selection from the 1840 to 1959. Owner’s accurate count of forty-eight commercial covers,
postal stationery, and postcards. Spotted several nice
stampless, late 19th Century, and 1940s Ship Lines. A
superb lot.
S.B. 350.00
United States collection of ninety-two Barry Machine
cancel covers and postal stationery from 1895-1903 nicely
annotated on pages. Includes various types of cancels as
well as some advertising covers. All the work has been
completed. All you need to do is sit back and enjoy viewing this unusual postal history selection.
S.B. 350.00
Varied lot of several dozen US covers from 1930’s
to 50’s era. Censor mail, some POW, Prexies, Transports, lots of interest. Already marked and sleeved for
resale at your table, ready to go.
S.B. 325.00
Eleven UX3 mint cards begin this collection. Postal
cards from UX 5 to UX 16 include fancy cancels, numeric
cancels, geometrics and town cancels. Foreign destinations
and a few advertising cancelations are noted. This is an
interesting group that will draw interest. Make time to
view it.
S.B. 300.00
United States accumulation from 1863 to 1976 in
a pizza size box. Around ninety, commercial covers,
FDCs, postal stationery, and postcards. Postal history worth checking out.
S.B. 290.00
United States selection from 1919 to 1958 in a binder.
Around sixty mostly #10 size commercial covers from
Riverside, California having their original contents mainly
from the County Tax Collector. Many have combination
of prexies. Terrific postal history holding either for the
California or prexie collector.
S.B. 200.00

United States RPO and related collection. Late
nineteenth century to 1960s. 230+ covers, some with
contents. Wide variety of RPO cancels. Features private/
commercial mail, including postcards, postal cards, and
other postal stationery. Everything mounted in protective
pages and housed in a serviceable binder. Neat, sharp
cancels. Generally clean lot.
S.B. 200.00
529 /FDC United States and United Nations accumulation from the 1960s to the 1990s in six cartons.
Several thousand mainly cacheted FDCs and postal
stationery in albums, binders, and loose having some
still in their original cellophane and cardboard. Readily saleable at our suggest bid.
S.B. 200.00

533



534 /FDC Yes, the usual FDC in three boxes where the albums
might be more valuable than the contents, but we saw
some older material as well to beef up this lot. Have a
look.
S.B. 100.00
535



536



537



538



539



540





530



531



532

FDC
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Chicago street car RPO collection of approximately
eighty covers and postal cards. Many scarce usages,
strong strikes, and street car cancels that are tough to
acquire. A collection that will be fun to build upon. Take
a good look at this one.
S.B. 200.00
United States accumulation from 1962-1970. Consist of
nineteen covers which are autographed. Incorporates astronauts Frank Borman, James Lowell, Gordon Cooper Walter
Schirra, Thomas Stafford, Stu Roasa, and famous people
such as Ben Gurion (on a Israeli FDC), Norman Mailer,
Herman Wouk etc. Bidders need to determine if they are
authentic or autopens. A gambler’s lot.
S.B. 200.00
Five carton United States selection from the 1930s to the
1990s. Over 1,500 cacheted and noncacheted addressed
FDCs in binders and subscription items. Pound for pound
a good buy at our suggested bid.
S.B. 150.00

Eight United States 19th Century cover assortment
from the 1860s to 1897. Includes Return to Sender railroad
Tacoma WA and Piqua, Ohio killer cancel. Super postal
history variety for the discreet buyer.
S.B. 120.00

An eclectic mixture of 32 mostly early 20th century
advertising covers. Condition is a little mixed. Worth a
quick perusal.
S.B. 90.00
Interesting assembly of US Postal stationery and cards
in binders. Includes a few early and mid century, mostly
1980’s and beyond. Two boxes of postal cards with useful duplication and ready for resale. Well organized for
collector or dealer alike.
S.B. 75.00
About 25 Rattlesnake Island covers or cards. Rattlesnake
Island, 85 acres of land in Lake Erie, was home to a airmail
local post that began in 1966 serving a legitimate need delivering mail to Port Clinton on the mainland. The stamps
and covers are popular collectable items as they depict
topics including flowers, butterflies and fish. This is your
chance to grab a nice selection of these.
S.B. 60.00
An itty bitty batch of 9 different flight covers. Mostly
domestic flights that includes 3 Zeppelins. Condition a
little mixed. Easy lot to figure.
S.B. 60.00
A petite pile of postal history. Interesting diverse mixture
over 30 items to get any curator of a personal postal history museum director excited. Condition is a little mixed.
You’ll need to be strong to win this one. S.B. 60.00
United States accumulation in three cartons. Hundreds
and hundreds of basically personal correspondences
from the last forty years having the owner saving the
envelopes. Could be a few older. Good for a dime stamp
table or a quarter cover table.
S.B. 50.00

CANAL ZONE
541



Two Canal Zone covers 1st Trip US Submarine Mail
USS C-3 thru the Panama Canal canceled on May 7,
1919. Covers have foxing, toning, fraying, paper clip
remains and one folded vertically middle which does not
distract from their historical significance. Consecutive
numbers of 839 and 840. Go for it. When will you see
another pair?
S.B. 75.00

UNITED STATES AND GENERAL FOREIGN
542



WWI Cover Accumulation. Over 475 choice items
from a dealer’s stock of WWI postal history. Mainly
U.S., with a strong presence of foreign material. Includes
variously franked and postmarked covers, with a focus
on everyday military life, troop transports, the navy,
battleships, medical matters, etc. All expertly priced and
sleeved. Also features an assortment of censor markings
and other auxiliary markings. Overall above average
condition and of interest to topical collectors and period specialists.
S.B. 2000.00

543 /FDC United States and worldwide accumulation roughly
from the 1920s to the 1990s in nine cartons. Approximately 4,000 FDCs, commercial covers, First Flights, and
subscription items. About 1/3 are an original holding of
First Flights from the 1930s to the 1960s mostly mailed
to Marseilles, Illinois. Well worth your time to view. You
will like what you see.
S.B. 900.00
544

Small box of Germany area packet cards, US flown
covers with cachets, and a stock book of postal cards.
Check the air covers.
S.B. 475.00
545

About 3300 items with strength in picture post cards.
Some photo cards are present, and this selection can be
developed as a topical collection. Take a good look you
may find many interesting items.
S.B. 450.00
546 /FDC United States and worldwide accumulation from the
1890s to the 1990s eight cartons. Around 3,000 common FDCs, event, commercial covers, used and unused
postal stationery in binders and mostly loose. A terrific holding to search for nuggets.
S.B. 350.00


RASDALE STAMP COMPANY

553 /FDC United States and worldwide massive accumulation
from various decades of the 20th Century in twelve
of our largest cartons. Tens of thousands of FDCs commercial, event covers, postal stationery, and postcards.
Become an instant bourse dealer and watch the crowds
form around your table. A profit-making lot and a bargain
at our suggested bid.
S.B. 250.00

554 /FDC United States and worldwide selection in thirteen
cartons. Thousands of common commercial, event
covers, FDCs, postal stationery, and postcards having
many in subscription items roughly from the 1920s to
the 1980s. Searching might find a few treasures, but you
will also have to have lots of fortitude and vision to find
them.
S.B. 250.00
555



United States and worldwide accumulation from the
19th Century to the 2000s in eight cartons. The majority
are heavily weighted US from the 1970s to end. Consists
of thousands and thousands of mainly common commercial covers, FDCs, postal stationery, postcards, event
covers gathered over four generations. Spotted US C18
Graf Zeppelin, $9.35 Space Shuttle Challenger and UN 38
covers. Worldwide is mainly from Canada, Yugoslavia,
Norway, Sweden, Denmark, and UN. Final destination
for the majority would be a dime table.
S.B. 200.00



Three ring binder of United States and worldwide
assortment roughly from 1927 to 1985. Approximately
150 First Flights, various flight anniversaries, events
including some parachute and balloon related covers. Also involves Lindbergh related material, airline
postal stationery, airmail related markings having some
Netherlands Indies Fokker annotations plus miscellany. Appropriate for internet sales.
S.B. 150.00

547



United States and some worldwide accumulation
from 1928 to 1976 in a pizza size box. Over 125 First
Flight cacheted covers and postal stationery offering a
kaleidoscope of flights and destinations. Great for eBay
sales.
S.B. 300.00

548



Worldwide Cover Accumulation. Mainly post-1940
hoard of 480+ covers from Asia, Latin America, U.S.,
Africa, Middle East, and the Caribbean. Includes censored
mail, international Prexy mail, inflation covers, various
rates, advertising covers, and FDCs. Assorted destinations. Mostly private/commercial mail. All in sleeves.
Some described with catalog numbers; some priced.
Generally clean lot.
S.B. 300.00

556

549



A miscellaneous group of approximately two hundred
domestic and foreign covers, and postal cards including
events, airmail, and first-days. Also, a worldwide postal
stationary selection of about two hundred pieces from the
late 19th century to the early 20th century. A homemade
cut square album from 1883 rounds out this group. Some
interesting material with a few surprises awaits you. Worth
your time to view this material.
S.B. 300.00

557 /FDC United States and worldwide selection roughly from
the 1960s to the 1980s in four cartons. Approximately
1,500 mainly FDCs in binders and albums. Includes the
popular Bicentennial and Birds & Flowers issues. Suggested bid offered to tempt you.
S.B. 150.00

550 /FDC United States and worldwide accumulation from
the 1860s to the 1990s in three cartons. Incorporates
thousands of common commercial, event covers, FDCs,
and postal stationery. Exploring might find some useful
nuggets but fortitude required. Final destination for most,
a dollar table.
S.B. 300.00
551 /FDC Enormous United States and worldwide accumulation mainly from the mid-20th Century to end in thirteen of our largest cartons. Contains tens of thousands
of FDCs commercial, event cover, postal stationery,
postcards, and subscription items. Plenty of material to have a philatelic fiesta.
S.B. 260.00
552 /FDC United States and worldwide assortment from the
1920s to the 1990s in twelve cartons. Comprises roughly
3,000-4,000 common FDCs, event, commercial covers, postal stationery, and postcards Final destination a
fifty cents table.
S.B. 250.00

558



Mountain of commercial covers and FDCs consisting
of mainly United States and some worldwide jammed
into five of our largest cartons. Thousands and thousands
of common covers basically from the 1980s to forevers.
Fitting for a twenty-five cent table. Approximately 150
pounds; call for shipping quote.
S.B. 90.00

GENERAL FOREIGN
559



Three cacheted Zeppelin covers from 1930-1936.
Comprises Spain Graf Zeppelin from Seville to Lakehurst canceled on May 16, 1930 mailed to Reading PA,
Liechtenstein canceled on 2 V 1936 in Triesenberg and
mailed to Marseilles, Illinois, and United States First
Flight Hindenburg canceled on May 11, 1936 and also
mailed to Marseilles, Illinois.
S.B. 65.00

560



Two cacheted Graf Zeppelin Flight Century of
Progress covers consisting of United States canceled
on October 2 and Brazil Condor both backstamped Chicago on October 26.
S.B. 50.00
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562

563







Worldwide assortment from 1830 to the 1980’s in
one carton. Approximately 450 commercial, event covers, postal stationery, and postcards. Many were saved
by the owner for their postal historical significance.
Includes an album of the owner’s favorite items which
is about 25% of this holding. Spotted First Flights, WW
I, WW II censored and some unusual material. Postal
history not to be missed. Terrific for eBay sales, your
collection, or an educational tool.
S.B. 550.00
Three ring binder worldwide dealer stock selection
mainly from the 1860s to the 1970s. Around one hundred
commercial covers, FDCs, postal stationery, and postcards.
Arranged alphabetically from A-Y including British colonies, Germany, and Switzerland. Variety of rates, censored,
express, and registered. Descriptions already completed
but overoptimistic retail prices should be disregarded
when calculating value. Inspection necessary as condition
varies. Suitable for internet sales.
S.B. 450.00
Accumulation of approximately 125 commercial covers,
FDCs, postal stationery, and postcards from the 1880s to the
1970s in a medium box. Spotted some fascinating postcards.
Saleable at bourses or on the internet.
S.B. 350.00

564



Hindenburg First Flight selection from 1936-37 in a
pizza size box. Consists of nine covers, postal stationery,
and postcards of which seven are from Germany and one
each from the United States and Brazil nicely mounted
on pages in a binder. Also includes nine contemporary
event covers 1976/87 mainly from the United States. Not
to be missed.
S.B. 250.00

565



Nineteenth and early twentieth century covers and
postal cards. The emphasis is on Western Europe, but
others are included. A great lot to sort through to find the
better ones. Take time to view.
S.B. 200.00

566



A late nineteenth and early twentieth century selection of covers from Southeast Europe that has definite
appeal. Includes Montenegro, Greece and Turkey. Unusual cancellations will draw attention. Make time to
inspect this lot.
S.B. 160.00

567



Six Germany and Austria covers and post stationery
from 1860 to 1894. Includes Thurns and Taxis, 1860
Frankfurt, and Austria Kaschau (Slovakia) to Pressburg.
Small compact postal history.
S.B. 50.00

BRITISH
568
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British Commonwealth Cover Accumulation. 1930s to
more modern. 700+ covers from Great Britain, Canada,
British India, Australia, New Zealand, Tonga, Papua
New Guinea, Cocos Islands, Cook Islands, Norfolk Island, and Christmas Islands. Mostly private/commercial
mail, plus a selection of FDCs. Worldwide destinations.
Various rates, censored mail, advertising covers, etc. All
in sleeves. Some described with catalog numbers; some
priced. Generally clean lot.
S.B. 400.00

EUROPE
569



European Cover Accumulation. Mainly 1930s to 1970s.
470+ covers from 25+ countries. Strength in Switzerland,
Italy, Sweden, Netherlands, Germany and its occupied
territories, and Poland. Includes some French Oversees
territorial items. Mostly private/commercial mail, less
than 10% FDCs. Various rates, advertising covers, censored mail, etc. Worldwide destinations. All in sleeves.
Some described with catalog numbers; some priced.
Generally clean lot.
S.B. 350.00

SOUTH AMERICA
570



A wonderful selection of South American covers and
postal cards. Most postal cards are unused. Interesting express cancellations and a Zeppelin cover. An
interesting group that will entice any collector of South
American. Well worth a careful look.
S.B. 200.00

AUSTRIA
571



Interesting selection of precursor disinfected mail
from Austro-Hungary points on the continent and the
Levant in the 18th and 19th century. Several interesting
auxiliary marks, etc. Includes a 1723 decree regarding the
plague from Holy Roman Emperor. All items are imaged.
The Decree has toning but does not have objectionable
odor.
S.B. 300.00

572



Stampless cover collection with over 180 covers from
the eighteenth and nineteenth centuries with some in better
condition than others. There are a variety of markings that
will appeal to the specialist. Well worth a careful view by
the specialist.
S.B. 240.00

573



Austrian Post-WWII Costume Covers. Specialized collection of approximately 220 stamped covers. Many registered and/or express. Includes foreign destinations. Often
colorful mix of different values on individual covers.
Housed in protective pages in a quality binder with slipcase.
Excellent condition and great variety.
S.B. 180.00

BRAZIL
574



Two Brazil Graf Zeppelin First Flight covers canceled
in Rio on 24, 28 MAI,1930. Recife transit cancels on
May 28. Both mailed to and canceled in Kitchener, Ontario, Canada on June 2.
S.B. 85.00

575



Brazil Graf Zeppelin First Flight cacheted card canceled in Rio on 24 MAI,1930. Recife transit cancel on
May 30. Mailed to and backstamped in Seville on 6 Jun
1930 and forwarded and canceled on June 30 in New
York.
S.B. 40.00

EGYPT
576



Egypt specialized collection of directional and instructional postal markings from 1891/2003 in a Lighthouse
binder. Many are from 1975 to end. Roughly ninety covers and postal receipts nicely organized and described
on well written pages. Nice group of Perkins and DLR
pyramid issues having various cancellations including a
selection of miscellaneous markings. Involves a section
of advice of receipts marks both mint and used receipt
forms. Also entails private, commercial mail services,
and refused/unclaimed returned markings. All types of
rates both domestic and foreign. Likewise entails about
fifty used De La Rue used stamps.
S.B. 375.00

FRANCE
577

578





(C3, C4) France First Flight catapult cover Isle de
France canceled on 23.8.1928 having one each C3 and
C4. Signed three times on lower right, upper right and
left corners. Cover was originally roughly opened on left
side.
S.B. 500.00
France selection from 1917-1942. Incorporates eleven
covers all having semi-postals including some having
interesting combinations. Includes destinations to London, Zurich, the Netherlands Consulate in Berlin and the
United States. Super postal history.
S.B. 250.00

584



585



586



587



588



589



590



591



592



593



594



595



596



FRANCE AND COLONIES
579



France, Colonies, and Offices Dealer Accumulation.
Three-ring binder with 181 better covers and cards. Split
between France and Colonies/Offices. 1831 to 1970s, most
mid-century or earlier. Various rates, short paid, stampless,
censored, commercial, etc. Worldwide destinations. Fresh
and select. All described and priced for retail. Retail as
listed over $5,500. Clean lot ready to go.S.B. 1000.00

GERMANY
580



(C38 X2, C39) Germany Graf Zeppelin cacheted First
Flight cover canceled on 18.5.1930 in Friedrichshafen.
Mailed to Michigan City, Indiana having no backstamps. Comes with the original letter. Tiny tear at top
barely affecting the C39.
S.B. 250.00

581



(C38) Germany Graf Zeppelin First Flight postal card
canceled in Friedrichshafen on October 10, 1928. Canceled in New York on October 16. Mailed to Pittsfield,
Massachusetts.
S.B. 75.00

582



(C43) Germany Graf Zeppelin cacheted First Flight
cover canceled on 14.10.1933 in Friedrichshafen. Backstamped on October 18 in Rio de Janeiro. Mailed to
Marseilles, Illinois.
S.B. 100.00

583



(037) Germany extraordinary inflation cover cancelled in
Cologne on November 3, 1923 and mailed locally having
forty Scott #O37 stamps in a two blocks of fourteen and
one of twelve. Berlin expertization mark on salvage. Open
on three sides for exhibition. Has soiling and a scrape on
front in the address area.
S.B. 250.00

RASDALE STAMP COMPANY

Germany catapult flight cover canceled on 27.2.1931
in Cologne to the U.S. Bremen. Mailed with two setenants twenty pfennig and one five pfennig stamps.
The red cross hatched rubber stamp impression across
the German airmail label which was applied only after
completion of the flight. On this occasion the catapult
flight of July 26 was canceled due to the plane having
damage.
S.B. 300.00
Three Germany Zeppelin cacheted covers from 19121936. Incorporates postal card canceled 12.10.1912
Wiesbaden-Frankfurt, Graf Zeppelin postal card canceled 13.10.1933 having one each C43-44 mailed to
Chicago with a small tear to top (sealed by a hinge), and
multifranking cover canceled 16.8.1936 also mailed to
Chicago.
S.B. 200.00
Catapult covers fresh and fine. Don’t throw away an
opportunity to view these unusual items. There are images of all items, so view and enjoy.
S.B. 200.00

Three interesting World War II propaganda cards in
particularly good condition. If you collect this era you
should examine these. Worth a look.
S.B. 100.00
Cover and Postal Card to Theresienstadt Concentration
Camp, cancelled Praha and Budweis.
S.B. 75.00
Cover from Kurt Lange, as a war criminal detainee, Commandant of Salzburg. Contents included.
S.B. 50.00
Selection of German covers, postal cards and some
stationary with North German Confederation franking
up through post WW2. Inflation, air and airship covers,
commercial covers, some FDC, etc. pre-stamp era, etc.
Nice selection with some attractive examples of Censor
cachet, some older box cancels.
S.B. 1500.00
Zeppelin collection of thirty-three covers plus an
airline insert. The covers are from various countries
including U.S., Iceland, Paraguay, Saar, Bolivia, Switzerland, Hungary, and an Olympic cover. Some with
staining and small tears exist. There are images of all
items. The Zeppelin collector should take a close look at
this group. Worth your time to view.
S.B. 800.00
Twenty-seven clean Zeppelin covers most from Germany
but there is a nice Brazil cover and several bordpost. Images show all covers. An excellent lot for the Zeppelin
collector. Inspect and enjoy.
S.B. 500.00
Germany cover stock, mostly Third Reich, but also
some empire. Already marked and sleeved for individual resale and ready for your sale table.
S.B. 450.00
Over ninety Nazi propaganda cards and others that
have a wealth of information about the World War II and
it includes actual photos. Specialists should take a close
look at these. Inspect and enjoy.
S.B. 400.00
Nine concentration camp items. Three covers, six hand
written camp official inserts with censor marks, and a
photo comprise this selection. An interesting group with
significant historical meaning. This is for the specialist to inspect and acquire. We highly recommend this
group.
S.B. 300.00
Box of German Covers. Over 325 items, including commercial mail, private correspondence, postcards, postal
stationery, metered mail, and philatelic creations. Mixed
condition, but overall sound and attractive. Strong in Third
Reich era material. A few loose stamps and photos will
also be found.
S.B. 300.00
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602



603



604



An interesting group of mostly Third Reich covers,
postal cards and a few post cards. Interesting cancellations and subject matter. A desirable group that will draw
attention. Inspect and enjoy.
S.B. 250.00
Zeppelin group with a One Reich Mark (C 43) cover
and period clipping. There are images for all covers in
this holding. Take time to view.
S.B. 250.00
Extensive collection of WWII German POW correspondence from one man in a US POW camp to his
family in Germany. Includes some capture notices and
dozens of letters. Be sure to see the cover franked with
a 30c Prexie single usage to Germany. Unusual and
important collection. Brush up your German and this
could be a poignant memoir.
S.B. 200.00
Selection of seven SS Feldpost covers from WWII from
a variety of units, some with contents. S.B. 150.00
Twenty-Four Austrian Rohrpost covers 18801920.
S.B. 150.00
Twenty-Eight German Rohrpost covers 1890-1910,
and one WWII era card.
S.B. 150.00
WWII German Military Mail Collection. Over 160
items. Housed in protective pages in a binder. Originating
from almost all different units, many identified. Loads
of material from medics, air force, signals, engineers,
and more. Many envelopes still contain their original
contents. Also includes a few photos. Most F-VF. Of
special interest to period specialists.
S.B. 100.00
“Beat the devil out of it.” Around thirty Krampus
Christmas cards circa 1920s-1960s. Inspect and enjoy.
S.B. 80.00

GERMAN AREAS
605

606





Germany Third Reich Propaganda Cards. Approximately eighty postcards and postal cards. Some
repetition. Includes RPPCs. Mix of posted and unposted,
common and uncommon material. Good variety of
slogan cancels. Everything in protective sleeves or
pages. Mostly top notch condition.
S.B. 400.00
Treasure Chest of German Covers. Approximately
250 items, including military mail, philatelic creations,
metered mail, postal stationery, and commercial and
private correspondence. Mixed condition, but overall
sound and attractive. Strong focus on Third Reich material.
S.B. 200.00

GREAT BRITAIN
607

FDC

608

FDC

ICELAND
609

ITALY
610
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(267-268) Great Britain cacheted 1949 Silver Wedding FDC. Address has been blacked out using white
paper.
S.B. 50.00
Great Britain addressed cacheted FDC accumulation
from the 1980s to the early 2000s. Owner’s count of 635
different. High original face value.
S.B. 200.00
Attractive Zeppelin cover with cachet. Backstamped
Friedrichshafen 3 7 31, Bern 4.VII.31. Sieger 114D.
Clean condition.
S.B. 200.00
Two Italy World War II propaganda cards. One
has small stains and a pen mark otherwise clean. An
interesting couple. Take time to view.
S.B. 80.00

ITALY AEGEAN ISLANDS
611



Aegean Islands airmail cover with a 4.6.34 Rhodes cds
mailed to Athens.
S.B. 150.00

612



Two major feats of ballooning took place in 1978
and 1981 with the balloons Double Eagle II and
Double Eagle V respectively crossing the Atlantic
and Pacific. Tri-fold souvenir folder commemorating
the first balloon crossings of the Atlantic and Pacific
Oceans. Contains a cover for each flight, postally canceled at departure and arrival cities, colorful cachets and
signatures of balloonists. Double Eagle II flight flew
from Presque Isle, Maine on August 12, 1978, landed at
Miserey, France August 17, #651 of 1000. Signed Maxie
Anderson, Ben Abruzzo and Larry Newman. Includes
4cm x 3cm swatch of silver balloon material. Double
Eagle V flight from Nagashima, Japan on November
9, 1981, landed at Covelo, California on November 12,
#895 of 1000. Signed by Ben Abruzzo, Larry Newman,
Ricky Aoki and Ron Clark. Includes folder produced by
Calhoun’s Collector’s Society. VF
S.B. 100.00

613



Two military mail covers from the Russo-Japanese War.
Two different fieldposts. Typical condition.S.B. 50.00

614

FDC

JAPAN

(479) catcheted, unaddressed VF

S.B. 50.00

NETHERLANDS AND COLONIES
615

FDC

Netherlands and colonies assortment from the 1950s
to 1960s in a pizza size box. Around 125 FDCs consisting
of mostly Antilles to the 1980s plus Surinam and some
Netherlands. Includes two rocket flights. Many have toning issues from storage and old mount remains on their
reverses but still useful offering.
S.B. 150.00

616



1865 four cent. blue with three margins tied on letter
sheet by Barcelona cds and receiving cds on back. Vertical
crease down the middle of cover.
S.B. 200.00

617



618



Two Spanish Zeppelin covers for the collector looking
for a different Zeppelin cover for their collection. Take a
moment to view.
S.B. 200.00
Spain Graf Zeppelin South America Round Trip
cacheted First Flight cover canceled on May 18, 1930 in
Seville. Backstamped on June 30 back in Seville. Slight
vertical fold middle.
S.B. 75.00

SPAIN

SWAZILAND
619



Unusual collection of a few covers including 1955 cover
from Hiatkulu to Sweden, another to Canada. A few adhesives along for the ride. Not often seen.
S.B. 150.00

TONGA
620



Two Tonga Tin Can Mail covers 1940-45 including an
interesting WW II censored.
S.B. 26.00

POSTCARDS

628



UNITED STATES
621

622





United States Postcard Conglomeration. Large mass
of assorted U.S. postcards. Over 5,000 items. Semi-organized by location, topic, or style. Loose or in binders.
Good representation of fifty states and possessions. Large
number of memorable leather postcards. Strong presence
of RPPCs. Attractive grouping of special occasion and
holiday material. Significant holding of Arbuckle Coffee
Cards. Postcards are posted or unposted and feature a mixture of design styles, with broad coverage of twentieth century tastes. Occasional wear or damage, but most cards are
in collectable condition. Take a look.
S.B. 900.00
Illinois postcard selection in nine binders in one carton.
Roughly 500 postcards mostly from LaSalle County which
includes Starved Rock, Ottawa, La Salle, Marseilles, and
Peru. Also entails some towns from neighboring counties
in Bureau and Putnam involving Princeton, Henry, and
Hennepin as well as miscellaneous.
S.B. 120.00

GENERAL FOREIGN
623



British and German Sea Power in WWI. Partial German and British postcard exhibit, with an emphasis on
personalities, military watercraft, and battles, especially
the Battle of Jutland. Forty-seven pages of postcards,
covers, photos, and narrative text. Housed in protective pages in an expensive binder. Ready for the new
owner to revise, refine, and complete.
S.B. 1100.00

624



Planes Galore. Over 250 different aviation-related
postcards. Most items date from the WWI period and
come from Germany. Mixture of styles, printing techniques, and designs. Includes posted and unposted cards.
Loads of regional postmarks, military or commemorative
cancels, and auxiliary markings. Above-average condition, with all cards in protective sleeves. Comprehensive
coverage of pre-1920 aviation images. S.B. 1100.00
Airship Assortment. Thirty postcards depicting
dirigibles from various countries, including Russia,
Italy, United States, Great Britain, Austria-Hungary,
Germany, and France. Mainly unposted. Mixed condition, but overall nice and neat. Features RPPCs,
lithos, etc. See scans.
S.B. 200.00
Worldwide Postcard Jumble. Over 1,400 cards from
around the world, especially Belgium, Germany, France,
Africa, Poland, and Canada. Loose and in binders. Posted
and unposted. Mixture of dates and design styles. Some
damage noticed, but most cards are in collectable condition. New home necessary.
S.B. 150.00

625



626



AUSTRIA
627



RASDALE STAMP COMPANY

Original Austrian WW I postcard album with replicas
of royal, military scenes and Austrian regions. A fascinating look at Austria before the end of the monarchy. A
desirable selection for the serious collector or historian.
Well worth a few moments of your time. S.B. 150.00

GERMANY
629



630



German WWI Navy and Marine Postcards. Over
sixty posted and unposted cards. Minimal duplication.
Includes RPPCs, lithographs, etc. Features serious, humorous, and patriotic images. A few cards were intended
as military mail. Each item housed in a protective sleeve.
Mostly F-VF.
S.B. 100.00
Original 1940s German collectors album of German
(mostly) and American film star postcards. Most in
excellent unused condition. Those interested in historical
or artistic film will find this group fascinating. Take time
to inspect and enjoy this group.
S.B. 60.00

End of Auction
Thank You
2022 Auction
Schedule
August 20 and21
November 12 and 13

WWI Austrian Red Cross Postcards. Posted and unposted, in mixed condition. Little, if any, duplication.
Examples of assorted series. Idealized portrayals of battle
scenes, homecomings, military life, and central European
locales. Beneficial additions to a military topical collection
or the stock of a specialized dealer.
S.B. 200.00
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Stamp Company. Mail bidders who are not existing customers of Rasdale Stamp Company will be timely notified of the amount of their
purchases. Rasdale Stamp Company reserves the right in its sole and absolute discretion to demand cash or cash equivalent at the time a lot
is knocked down to any bidder who has not previously established credit with Rasdale Stamp Company, or whose account is currently in
arrears. In the event any buyer refuses to pay cash for any lot at the time it is knocked down to him, Rasdale Stamp Company reserves the
right to re-offer the lot immediately for sale to the highest bidder.
If the lot(s) have not been paid within 21 days from the date of mailing of notice of the awarding of sale, then said lot sales may be declared in default; resold; and, any losses arising from such resale shall be charged to the party in default.
Auction floor Buyers; or their Agents bidding on the Auction floor, must pick up the lots within 7 calendar days of the auction.
All shipping costs will be charged to the buyer and will be shipped by a method requiring a signature upon delivery. Domestic shipments
will be made by certified mail, registered mail or UPS ground. Buyers of large lots without street addresses will be charged an additional
$5.00 per box handling fee. International shipments will be made by registered mail (for total value of up to $400), USPS Express Mail (for
total value of $401 to $2,500), or UPS services for shipments in excess of $2,500.00. International buyers are responsible for any customs
or brokerage fees as well as any taxes (i.e., VAT, PST/GST). Any questions regarding shipping or costs must be addressed prior to bidding.
A late charge of 2% per month will be charged to all past due accounts of over 30 days from the invoice date. All attorneys fees, court
costs, and other collection costs incurred by Rasdale Stamp Company in respect to overdue accounts will be payable by the buyer. All
parties agree that the laws of Illinois shall govern all transactions, with venue and jurisdiction residing in the courts of DuPage County,
Illinois for any suit initiated by or against Rasdale Stamp Company by reason of any auction. The laws of Illinois shall prevail over all
matters and not as a venue for Conflict of Laws to or for any other state. All auction offers shall be offers advanced solely for execution in
the State of Illinois. The provision for late charges shall be void in any state where this provision is unlawful.
A 16% premium will be added to the Hammer Price as part of the total purchase price. Checks drawn on foreign banks will be subject to a
$10 service charge and foreign credit card purchases are subject to an additional 2% Buyer’s Premium. Illinois sales tax of 7.50% will be
collected on the total purchase price of all Illinois residents unless the buyer has a Certificate of Resale on file with Rasdale Stamp Company. All customs and or duties are the responsibility of the buyer.
All lots are sold as genuine. Lots accompanied by a valid Expert Certificate issued within 5 years prior to the auction date shall not be
subject to re-certification.
The following conditions apply to requests for Expertization:
The lot must be paid for in full including 15% premium and forwarding costs, if any;
The lot must be submitted by Rasdale Stamp Company or the bidder to an Expertizing Committee acceptable to Rasdale Stamp Company
within 21 days of the date of sale;
If submitted to the Expertizing Committee by the successful bidder, a copy of the application form shall be simultaneously forwarded to
Rasdale Stamp Company;
Lots containing more than one stamp may not be placed on extention.
If the Expertizing review is not completed and the results provided to Rasdale Stamp Company within 90 Calendar Days of the auction
date, then Buyer shall notify Rasdale Stamp Company of the delay prior to the expiration of the 90-day period. Since all lot sales are normally cleared within 90 days, if Buyer fails to inform Rasdale Stamp Company of the delay, then Rasdale Stamp Company may consider
the purchase final and distribute the sale proceeds to the Seller as a Buyer acceptance of the tendered lots. Absent timely notice and request
for additional time being received by Rasdale Stamp Company, in writing, prior to the 90 days clearance, this transaction may be deemed
closed and final by Rasdale Stamp Company with Seller acceptance without objection, and with waiver of default or any claim for refund
from the Buyer or Rasdale Stamp Company.
Expertization costs shall be incurred by the buyer. However, should an adverse opinion be rendered on Authentication, but not due to condition and or grading, then Rasdale Stamp Company will forward an immediate refund of: (i) the cost of the certificate, which shall not to
exceed $50.00; (ii) the full purchase price; and (iii) the commission, provided the lot is timely returned to Rasdale Stamp Company in the
same condition as when purchased.
No lot can be returned in any circumstance due to “grading” since it is highly subjective.
A lot, in which the description is incorrect, is returnable within 5 days of receipt and must be received by the Rasdale Stamp Company
within 21 days from the date of the auction. Provided, however, lots cannot be returned under the following conditions: 1) the lot contains
10 or more stamps; 2) there is mention of faults, defects, or “condition mixed” in the listing description; or, 3) the lot was inspected by
the buyer or the buyer’s authorized agent prior to bid or purchase. Lots described “as is” are not returnable under any circumstances. All
disputed lots must be returned intact, and in the condition received by the buyer. Collections, accumulations etc., are not returnable under
any circumstances.
Title shall not pass to the buyer until Rasdale Stamp Company has received full payment. Full payment is defined as cash or cash equivalent receipt of sale proceeds by Rasdale Stamp Company. Delays may accrue due to credit card fee transfers, check deposit subject to collection and the like. Receipt of a non-certified funds check shall not be construed as payment until funds are fully vested in Rasdale Stamp
Company.
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Rasdale Stamp Company

451th Public Auction

35 Chestnut Ave. Westmont, IL 60559-1127
Phone 630-794-9900 • Fax 630-794-9958
Website: www.RasdaleStamps.com

Session One: Saturday, May 21 2022 9:00am
Session Two: Sunday, May 22, 2022 9:00am
Charge my purchase to Visa

Name:

Account No:

Address:

Expiration Date:

MasterCard

/

VNN No:
(Last 3 numbers on the back of the credit card)
Signed:
When paying by credit card the address on the bid sheet
must be the same as it appears on your credit card statement.

Phone:
email Address:
FedEx OK, for large shipments (street addresses only
please)
Shipping address if other than above:

Checks drawn on a foreign banks are subject to a $10 service
charge.
Philatelic References:

Below are my bids for this auction. The prices are my limit for each lot, it being understood that Rasdale Stamp Company will purchase
for me each lot at one bid over the second highest bid.
I have read the conditions of sale and agree to same
Signed:
Pre-Auction bidding can be executed by mail, fax, website or phone until 5:00pm Friday May 20 2022
OPENING BIDS ARE POSTED AND UPDATED ON OUR WEBSITE
A 16% Premium will be added to the hammer price

LOT

BID

LOT

BID

You may increase my bids the following percentage if necssary
to win a lot (circle one)

10%

20%

30%

I understand that bids so increased will be reduced to conform to
normal bidding intervals

LOT

BID

LOT

BID

Please limit my total purchases to:

$
(not including the Buyer’s Premium)
Note: Limits of less that $300 are
respectfully declined

Information concerning the public auction will be available Wednesday May 25, 10:00 am
Prices Realized will be posted to our website Monday May 23, 2:00 pm
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